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FOREWORD 

Y 

Subtitle C, Sect. 124 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Pub. L. 102-486, Oct. 24, 1992) 
contains an amendment to Sect. 346 of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act 
(42 U.S.C. Sect. 6317). A portion of that amendment is provided below: 

Sec. 346 (a) (I) The Secretary shall, within 30 months after the date of the 
enactment of the Energy Poiicy Act of 1992, prescribe testing requirements for those 
high-intensity discharge lamps and distribution transformers for which the Secretary 
makes a determination that energy conservation standards would be technologically 
feasible and economically justified, and would result in significant energy savings. 

(2) The Secretary shall, within 18 months afrer the date on which testing 
requirements are prescribed by the Secretary pursuant to paragraph (I), prescribe, by 
rule, energy conservation standards for those high-intensity discharge lamps and 
distribution trans$ormers for which the Secretary prescribed testing requirements under 
paragraph (I). 

This report contains information to assist the U.S. Department of Energy in making a 
determination on the feasibility and significance of energy conservation for distribution 
transformers as required by par. (a)( 1) above. The potential energy savings presented in this 
document are preliminary estimates appropriate for a determination study. Subsequent studies on 
this topic will involve more exact, detailed analysis on the effects of energy conservation 
standards for distribution transformers. 

. . . 
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ABSTRACT 

The report contains information for the U.S. Department of Energy to use in making a 
determination on proposing energy conservation standards for distribution transformers as 
required by the Energy Policy Act of 1992. The potential for saving energy with more efficient 
liquid-immersed and dry-type distribution transformers could be significant because these 
transformers account for an estimated 140 billion kWh of the annual energy lost in the delivery of 
electricity. The objective of this study was to determine whether energy conservation standards 
for distribution transformers would have the potential for significant energy savings, be 
technically feasible, and be economically justified from a national perspective. It was found that 
energy conservation for distribution transformers would be technically and economically feasible. 
Based on the energy conservation options analyzed, 3.4-13.7’ quads of energy could be saved 
from 2000 to 2030. 
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Subtitle C, Sect. 124 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. 102-486, Oct. 24, 1992, 
contains an amendment to Sect. 346 of the’Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sect. 63 17) requiring that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) assess the feasibility of energy 
conservation standards for distribution transformers. The objective of this study was to determine 
whether energy conservation standards for distribution transformers would have the potential for 
significant energy savings, be technically feasible, and be economically justified from a national 
perspective. 

Distribution transformers are used to deliver electric power as part of the electrical 
distribution system. Electrical’energy is deliveredto consumers by utility power transmission and 
distribution systems. The transmission network delivers power at high voltages (69-765 kV) from 
power plants to local distribution systems. Transmission voltages are used to transmit high levels 
of power over long distances. The high-transmission voltages require lower currents, which 
reduce line losses, conductor material, and costs. Once the electrical power has reached the 
distribution system, it is transformed to lower primary distribution voltages (ranging from 4 to 
35 kV) that are more economical for the short distances within distribution systems. The primary 
distribution voltage is transformed by distribution transformers to lower secondary voltages 
(120-600 Vat) that are suitable for customer equipment. These transformers provide the final 
link in the chain of electrical power components from the generating sources to the ultimate 
power-consuming equipment. 

Distribution transformers are very reliable devices with no moving parts and average lives of 
-30 years. There are two basic types: liquid-immersed and dry-type. Liquid-immersed 
transformers typically use oil as a combination coolant and dielectric medium; they are normally 
used outdoors because of concerns about an oil spill or possible fue hazard. Electric utilities own 
about 90% of all liquid-immersed transformers. Dry-type transformers are air-cooled, 
fire-resistant, non-oil devices and thus do not need special oil-spill containment. Recent advances 
in liquid materials offset these traditional “advantages” for dry units. Many commercial and 
industrial (C&I) customers use secondary distribution dry-type transformers within buildings to 
transform the building or plant voltage (typically 480 Vat) to a lower secondary voltage 
(120-240 Vat). Large load center dry-type transformers are also used to transform the primary 
distribution voltage to the plant or building voltage. There are -40 million liquid-immersed 
distribution transformers owned by electric utilities and an additional 4 million non-utility-owned 
liquid-immersed units inthe United States @ties et.al. 1995). Transformer manufacturers 
estimate that -12 million dry-type distribution transformers are used by C&I customers in the 
United States. The definition for distribution transformers as considered in this study can be 
summarized as transformers that are continually energized; these fall within the voltage classes 
and capacities shown in Table 1. 

Utility-owned distribution transformer efficiencies steadily improved from the 1950s to the 
1970s with the introduction of improved materials and manufacturing methods. Following the 
energy price shocks of the 197Os, some ‘utilities began to use purchasing formulae that factored 
the effect of transformer efficiency into the purchasing decision. Manufacturers responded by 
tailoring their products to the energy evaluation factors specified by customers, a practice that 
continues to this day. Thus, it is now possible to purchase a relatively high-cost, high-efficiency 
transformer or a unit with a lower first cost and lesser efficiency. Most of the nonutility 
distribution transformers are purchased on the lowest first-cost basis without evaluating the cost 
of the energy consumed by the units. These “nonevaluated” transformers may have -50% more 
losses than utility transformers. The maximum’efficiencies of liquid-immersed distribution 
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Table 1. Characteristics of distribution transformers typically used in the United States 

Transformer Phase Primary voltage Secondary voltage Capacities 
type W) 09 WA) 

Liquid-immersed 1 35 and below 600 and below lo-833 
Liquid-immersed 3 35 and below 600 and below 154500 

Dry-we 1 . 35 and below 600 and below 15-833 

Dry-type 3 35 and below 600 and below 15-2500 
Dry-type” land3 35 and below 600 and below 0.25-45 

‘%e smaller dry-type units are included for completeness, but they are a small contributor to the overall energy 
losses and are not likely to be included in an energy efficiency standard. The units below 9 kVA normally have primary 
voltages below 600 V. 

transformers have improved over the past several decades, but nonevaluated dry-type units have 
decreased in efficiency because of the lack of economic incentives. Figure 1 shows efficiencies 
for 75-kVA, liquid and dry-type, three-phase transformers. 

Distribution transformers used by utilities account for -61 billion kWh of the annual energy 
lost in the delivery of electricity (Barnes et al. 1995). Nonutility liquid and dry-type transformers, 
although fewer in number, are less efficient and are estimated to consume an additional 80 billion 
kWh of electric energy on the customer side of the electric meter. New @ansformers purchased 
annually can be expected to consume -4.6 billion kWh; thus, the potential for saving energy with 
more efficient transformers could be significant (i.e., -0.9 billion kWh with a 20% reduction in 
losses). 

This report demonstrates the potential for distribution transformers to achieve cost-effective 
national energy savings. A number of energy conservation options were analyzed, the results of 

99.50 1 

95.00 - wulo EFFICIENCY 
AT 15% LOAD DAY EFFICIENCY 

96.50 - 

95.00 - 

95.50 - 

95.00 I 8 I I , I I 1 
1950 1955 1950 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Fig. 1. Distribution transformer ei&iencies over the years for 75kVA, three-phase units. Sources: Barnes, 
P. R., et al. 1995. The Feasibility of Replacing or Upgrading Utility Distribution During Routine Maintenance, 
ORNL-6804/R], Martin Marietta Energy System. Oak Ridge N&l. Lab. Also, transformer manufacturers’ data. 
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which provide DOE with information for making a determination on proposing a national energy 
conservation policy for distribution transformers. Other countries are also considering energy 
conservation for distribution transformers. For example, Canada recently developed a national 
conservation policy based on maximum loss values for distribution, power, and dry-type 
transformers (Canadian Standards Association 1994). 

Without regard to cost, it is technically feasible to design and to build distribution 
transformers of all types that provide significant energy savings compared with the typical units 
purchased in 1994. If energy-saving designs are restricted to those that are economically feasible 
using national average energy costs, there is a potential for moderate savings per transformer 
from liquid-immersed units and for more significant savings per transformer from redesigned 
dry-type units. Because utilities routinely evaluate transformers for minimum total owning cost 
(TOC), the technical ability to provide low-loss liquid-immersed transformers is well established. 
In contrast, dry-type transformers are routinely sold on a first-cost basis and have significant 
potential for improved savings. 

The technology used to provide low-loss transformers is based upon changing the 
configuration and, hence, the relative amounts of materials and the use of lower-loss materials. 
For example, operating at a lower flux density by reducing volts per turn will reduce core losses 
but require more turns of the conductor and increase load losses. Similarly, lowering the 
conductor current density will reduce load losses but require more core material or a higher flux _ I_ ” ~ -. 
level, which produces higher no-load losses. RestrZioiisXn~weigiii a& volume may’;educe the 
selection further. A low-loss transformer requires the use of low-loss materials (i.e., high-silicon 
steel or amorphous metal for the core and increased amounts of copper or aluminum for the 
windings) configured in an optimal manner. The materials selected and the configuration define 

’ the cost of the transformer materials and the labor required~to assemble the system (i.e., the 
transformer cost). 

Dry-type transformer technology can provide transformers that offer lower losses at 
reasonable costs, but costs are higher for a given efficiency than for liquid-immersed 
transformers. Because air is the *basic cooling and insulating system for dry-type transformers, all 
dry-type transformers will be larger than liquid-immersed units for the same voltage and capacity 
(kilovolt/kilovolt-ampere) rating. When operating at the same flux and current density, more 
material for core and coil implies higher losses and higher costs. Thesi‘trade-off&e inherent in 
the design of dry-type units, but dry-type transformers have traditionally offered certain 
fire-resistant, environmental, and application advantages for industrial and commercial situations. 
Recent advances in liquid-filled units are reducing some of these advantages, but dry units will 
continue to be used in low-voltage, high-temperature-rise applications. ’ 

THE DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER’MARXET “. ’ ” 

The total value of product shipments in the distribution transformer market was estimated to 
be ~$1.5 billion in 1992, coming from more than 230 companies having annual shipments of I. . -/ ,^ ,, .” i __. . I ̂  . /., ., 
$100,000 or more. The outlook for the drstrrbution transformer‘industry is not expected to be 
different from that of the past decade. The liquid-immersed utility transformer market is expected 
to grow at an overall growth rate of not more than 1% annually. The nonutility, predominantly 
dry-type transformer market growth is estimated to be a little higher (2.5%) than the 
utility-dominant liquid-immersed market:‘It “is‘kstimated that in terms of-annual capacity sold, the 
liquid-immersed market (10 kVA~2:5’MVA)‘will increase from 64,63 1 hiVA (1.14 million units) 
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in 1993 to 99,195 MVA (1.41 million units) by the year 2030. For the same years the dry-type 
transformer market (0.25 kVA-2.5 MVA) is forecast to grow from 28,336 MVA (0.779 million 
units) to 70,650 MVA (1.615 million units). The market shares of open-wound and cast-resin, 
dry-type transformers compared with the total capacity sold in 2030 will be 28% (47,361 MVA) 
and 12% (20,298 MVA) respectively. 

The structure of the distribution transformer market currently includes various market players 
and their interactions. Transformer purchasing decision makers play the most important role 
regarding energy efficiency. Electrical contractors or agents (who are not the users paying the 
future electric bills) are currently responsible for most C&I purchases of dry-type transformers. 
Utilities, on the other hand, establish their own loss evaluation criteria in buying their 
transformers. Several criteria such as first cost, TOC, band-of-equivalence, oversizing, and the 
choice of winding material are currently used when transformers are purchased. TOC is the only 
criteria producing minimum overall cost. 

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS 

Potential energy savings based on cost-effective energy conservation could be significant. 
Average loss reductions per kilovolt-ampere of capacity for cases developed in this study would 
be between 0.9 and 2.4 W/kVA of purchased transformer capacity. This translates into 
-8-21 kWh of electricity saved annually or 240-630 kWh over 30 years (the average life of a 
transformer) per kilovolt-ampere of transformers purchased. It is estimated that in 1993 the total 
sales of distribution transformers were about 93,000 MVA. By 2000, sales are projected to be 
over 100,000 MVA. Savings from conservation would continue to grow with sales of new 
transformers. Table 2 indicates the inith$.rate of primary energy savings and the cumulative 
savings after 30 years. A national average power plant heat rate of lO$OO Btu/kWb has been 
assumed to estimate the primary energy savings shown in Table 2. Figure 2 projects the growth in 
cumulative savings for a cost-effective national energy conservation policy. Energy-efficient 
transformers would continue to provide savings over their useful lives, About 93% of these 
savings could be realized if distribution transformers below 10 kVA were excluded from an 
energy conservation policy. The details of the approach used are given in Appendix D. 

IMPACTS ON MANUFACTURERS AND USERS 

Energy-efficient transformers will increase. the cost,of production to transformer 
manufacturers because either more material or a better quality of material will be used. The effect 
on manufacturers’ revenues will depend on how much of the cost increases caused by 
conservation can be passed through to consumers. If less than the actual higher production costs 
are passed through, profits will suffer; a pass-through above the increase in production costs will 
increase profits. A manufacturer’s production costs will also be determined to some extent by the 
additional investments necessary for retooling to manufacture more-energy-efficient 
transformers. A cursory examination of the industry suggests that manufacturers of dry-type 
transformers will be more affected than manufacturers of liquid-immersed transformers because a .\, ,__., 
greater number of dry-type transformers are not currently loss evaluated. Because the 
liquid-immersed transformer .market is currently more than 90% loss evaluated, the impacts of 
energy conservation are expected to be small. 

The energy efficiency of transformers also raises issues reg&ing the production capability of 
raw material suppliers. Most raw material suppliers are domestic and are estimated to be at 80% 

v of full production capability; this available capacity may not be adequate in certain cases to meet 
any surge in demand for increased supply of raw materials. There will be a shift in demand 

. 
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Table 2. Energy savings for a conservation case based on an 
average of the three lowest TOC designs 

(quads of primary energy)” 

Annual savings Cumulative savings 
Transformer rate in 2000 2000-2030 ,_. .‘ _A* .i ~. “.W j ~ . ,..“.r..,nU%.aLIILL c b.> .-l-i,>%. ir x I II /Ix, _._ t jj iliac \> 

Liquid-immersed 0.0046 2.4 

Dry-type 0.0108 6.5 

Total 0.0154 G 

“A quad of energy equals 1 quadrillion (10”) Btu. TOC = total owning cost. 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative primary energy savings from 2000 to 2030 for a conservation case based on an average 
of the three lowest total-owning-cost designs. (See Subsect. 4.4.2.) 

toward higher performance core materials. If amorphous-core technology is to be relied on to 
meet efficiency goals, the higher investments required and the patents associated with the 
technology are important issues of concern. It is estimated that the capacity utilization level of the 
magnet wire industry would increase from the current level of N-84% if energy efficiency 
improvements for distribution transformers were accomplished by the use of copper alone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A number of energy conservation options were analyzed. All of the conservation options 
considered for a national policy in this study are economically justified based on national average 
electricity costs. These options are also technically feasible, although some retooling may be 
required for the more energy-efficient, dry-type transformer designs. Based on a conservation 
approach similar to the options analyzed, a national energy policy for distribution transformers 
would have the potential for energy savings of 4.2-13.7 quads over the 30-year period from 2000 
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to 2030, assuming transformer sales grow at a rate of -l-2% over the period. If the annual sales 
of transformer capacity does not grow at the assumed rate of l-2% but remains constant at the 
1993 level (i.e., a zero growth case), then the savings will be reduced to a range of 3.6 to 
7.1 quads for the conservation options considered in this study. About 93% of these savings could 
be realized if distribution transformer sizes below 10 kVA were excluded from an energy 
conservation policy. Improved efficiency in dry transformers accounts for the majority of these 
savings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
c 

Subtitle C, Sect. 124, of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. 102-486, Oct. 24, 1992, 
contains an amendment to Sect. 346 of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act 
(42 U.S.C Sect. 6317) requiring that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) assess the feasibility 
of energy conservation standards for distribution transformers. The objective of this study was to 
determine whether energy conservation standards for distribution transformers would have the 
potential for significant energy savings, be technically feasible, and be economically justified 
from a national perspective. 

. 

Distribution transformers are part of electric power distribution systems. Electrical energy is 
delivered to consumers by utility power transmission and distribution (T&D) systems. The 
transmission network delivers bulk power at high voltages (69-765 kV) from power plants to 
local distribution systems where the electrical energy is transformed to lower primary distribution 
voltages (ranging from 4 to 35 kV). High transmission voltages are used to transmit high levels of 
power over long distances. The high transmission voltages result in lower currents, which reduce 
line losses, the amount of conductor material needed, and costs. Once the electrical power has 
reached the distribution system, it is transformed to lower primary distribution voltages that are 
more economical for the sh,ort distances~.wit.hin distribution, systems. The primary distribution 
voltage is transformed by distribution transformers to lower secondary voltages (120-600 Vat) 
that are suitable for customer equipment. These transformers provide the final link in the chain of 
electrical power components from the generating sources to the ultimate power-consuming 
equipment. 

i 
Distribution transformers are very reliable devices: they have no moving parts and have 

average lives of -30 years. There are two basic types of distribution transformers: 
liquid-immersed and dry-type. Liquid-immersed transformers typically use oil as a coolant; these 
transformers are normally used outdoors because of concerns about a potential oil spill or 
possible fire hazard. Electric utilities own about 90% of all liquid-immersed transformers. Recent 
advances in liquid-filled units have greatly reduced these problems, and the units are now used 
indoors. Dry-type transformers are air-cooled, non-oil devices and thus do not need special 
oil-spill containment. Many commercial and industrial (C&I) customers use secondary 
distribution, dry-type transformers within buildings to transform the building or plant voltage 
(typically 480 Vat) to a lower secondary voltage (126240 Vat). Large-load-center, dry-type 
transformers are also used to transform the primary distribution voltage to the plant or building 
voltage. In the United States, -40 million liquid-immersed distribution transformers are owned by 
electric utilities, and an additional 4 million liquid-immersed units are nonutility owned (Barnes 
et al. 1995). Transformer manufacturers estimate that -12 million dry-type distribution 
transformers are used by C&I customers in the United States. 

Utility-owned distribution transformer efficiencies steadily improved from the 1950s to the 
1970s with the introduction of improved materials and manufacturing methods. Figure 1.1 shows 
the efficiency improvement for a typical single-phase, 25-kVA, liquid-filled, pole-mounted 
transformer, a common distribution transformer used by electric utilities. Follovving the energy 
price shocks of the 197Os, some utilities began to use purchasing formulae that factored the effect 
of transformer efficiency into the purchasing decision. Manufacturers responded by tailoring their 
products to the energy evaluation factors specified by customers, a practice that continues to this 
day. Thus, it is now possible to purchase a relatively high-cost, high-efficiency transformer or a 
unit with a lower first cost and lesser efficiency. Most of the nonutility distribution transformers 
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Fig. 1.1. Efliciency improved with time for a 25kVA, liquid-ftied distribution transformer. 

are purchased on a lowest first-cost basis without evaluating the cost of the energy consumed by 
the units. These “nonevaluated” transformers may have 50% more losses than utility ..,, . ..., ,./- 
transformers. The maximum efficiencies of liquid-imiersecldistribution ‘transformers have 
improved over the past several decades, but nonevaluated dry-type units have shown little or no 
improvements because of the lack of economic incentives. Figure 1.2 shows efficiencies for 
75-kVA, liquid and dry-type; three-phase tiarisformers.‘Cost savings -through energy conservation 
should provide an incentive to increase the efficiency of dry-type units and some 
utility-purchased transformers that are currently not evaluated on a lie-cycle-cost basis. 
However, many C&I transformers are purchased by contractors who do not benefit from the cost 
savings of energy conservation. For this reason, efficiency standards should be considered. 
Canada has recently developed maximum loss values for distribution, power, and dry-type 
transformers (Canadian Standards Association 1994). 

Distribution transformers used by utilities account for -61 billion kWh of the annual energy 
lost in the delivery of electricity (Barnes et al. .1995). Dry-type transformers, although fewer, are 
less efficient and are estimated to consume an additional 80 billion kWb of electric energy on the 
customer side of the electric meter. Small im$rovements in transformer efficiencies of O-5-1.0% 
could result in an annual savings of tens of billions of kilovolt-hours. Thus, the potential for 
saving energy with more efficient transformers could be significant. In this study, a number of 
energy conservation options were analyzed, the results of which provide DOE with information 
for making a determination on proposing a national energy conservation policy for distribution 
transformers. 

13 MARKET TRENDS 

The total value of product shipments in the distribution transformer market was estimated to 
be -$1.5 billion in 1992, coming from more than 230 companies having annual shipments of 
$100,000 or more (DOC 1994). The future outlook for the distribution transformer industry is not 
expected to be different from that of the past decade. The liquid-immersed utility transformer 
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Fig. 1.2. Distribution transformer eJficiencies over the years for %kVA, three-phase units. Sources: Barnes 
et al. 1995. The Feasibility of Replacing or Upgrading Utility Distribution Transfomers During Routine Maintenance, 
ORNL-6804/R 1, Martin Marietta EnergY Systems, Oak Ridge Nail. Lab., and *former manufacturers’ data. 

market is expected to grow at an overall annual growth rate of not more than 1% annually. Sales 
of liquid-immersed utility distribution transformers depend primarily on new housing starts, 
while gross private domestic investment provides a good indicator for the nonutility transformer 
market. The nonutility transformer market is expected to have an annual growth rate of -2.5% 
(see Subsect. 3.1). Also, the average size of transformers is expected to increase annually by 0.5% 
for both liquid- and dry-type transformers. 

It is estimated that -0.38 million dry-type and 1.14 million liquid-immersed transformers 
were sold during 1993. The dry&G iransformer market is expected to increase from 0.44 to 
0.65 rnillibn tinits from 2000 td 2020: The liquid-itiersed Gsformer market is expected to 
have a comparatively slower growth, increasing from 1.18 to 1.33, million units during the same 
period. In terms of capacity of transformers sold annually, the liquid-immersed transformer 
market is expected to continue to increase from 64,631 MVA in 1993 to 78,690 and 88;350 MVA 
by the years 2010 and 2020 iesp&t?vely. The cor&@otiding Capacity volumes for dry-type units 
are 28,336,43,116, and 55,192 MVA. By the year 2030, the nuinber of liquid-immersed anti 
dry-type transformers sold is projected to be 1.41 million units and 0.79 million units, 
respectively, with capacities of 99,195 MVA and 70,650 MYA. . 

1.3 STUDY APPROACH 

The study methodology consisted of four major elements: development of a database, 
development of conservation options, assessments of the energy conservation options, and 
incorporation of feedback from “stakeholders.” A database is required to accurately assess the 
potential energy savings for various energy conservation options. All of the’options considered 
here are technically feasible. Each brief discussion of each element follows: 
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. Database Development. Collecting and processing data was a major part of the study. Data 
on transformer designs, losses, and sales were provided by the National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and individual manufacturers. The Edison Electric 
Institute (EEI), the American Public Power Association (APPA), and selected utilities 
provided utility user information. The database includes the results of a survey circulated 
by EEI and APPA to their member utilities as described in a previous report (Barnes et al. 
1994). User information on dry-type transformers was provided by the American Institute 
of Plant Engineers. In addition, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s Form 1, 
Energy Information Administration information, and trade journals were used. The basic 
information required included historical information on user purchases and costs and 
losses of new transformers for the various options considered in the study. Information on 
transformer loading factors was obtained from discussions with transformer manufacturers 
and utilities and limited surveys of commercial and industrial users. 

. Energy Conservation Options. Technically feasible energy conservation (low-loss) options 
for distribution transformers were based on information provided by NEMA and individual 
transformer manufacturers. Cases with relatively low life-cycle costs were selected by the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for analysis. 

. Assessments. The technical and economic analyses provided estimates of appropriate 
transformer loading factors, losses, and cost-effectiveness and energy savings for the 
energy conservation options. 

0 Stakeholders’ Input. A distribution transformer review group consisting of manufacturers, 
users, material suppliers, and public interest groups was formed to provide data and to 
review this study (see Appendix A). Input from these stakeholders was incorporated in the 
final report. 

1.4 SCOPE AND CONTENT 

This report documents the assumptions, models, data, and conclusions of this study on the 
feasibility of achieving cost-effective energy conservation for distribution transformers. For 
purposes of this analysis, distribution transformem are defined & all tr~sfo&ers with a primary 
voltage of 480 V or more and a secondary voltage of 120-480 V with a rated capacity of 
10-2500 kVA for both liquid-immersed and dry-type units. Smaller capacity dry-type units of 
0.25-9 kVA that are used for the distribution of electric power are also considered for 
completeness. This study is limited to the consideration of transformers used in power 
distribution systems. Special-purpose, control, and signal transformers, as well as bulk power 
transformers, were excluded from consideration because they are not classified as distribution 
transformers. 

Section 2 discusses the potential for higher-efficiency distribution transformers, and Sect. 3 
describes the structure and elements of the transformer market. An analysis of selected technical 
options for energy conservation and potential cost-effective energy savings are described in 
Sect. 4. A preliminary assessment of the impacts of the energy conservation strategies on both 
manufacturers and users is presented in Sect. 5. 

r 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OFDISTRIBU’I’I~N TRANSFORME!+ 
AND THEIR LOSSES 

. 2.1 OVERVIEW 

This section discusses the key components of distribution transformers, the associated 
sources of energy losses, and the major differences between liquid and dry types. 

Transmission and distributiorrof alternating current (ac) electric power requires the 
conversion of voltage and current levels to match the desired application. This conversion, 
accomplished by transformers, represents a significant portion of the investment in the T&D 
system. While the transformers used in the T&D system are acknowledged to be very efficient, 
the cumulative effect of the lossesof a large number of distribution transformers can represent a 
substantial cost to the system. A major objective of transformer design is to achieve the lowest 
possible total owning cost (TOC) to owners/operators; this requires a trade-off between the 
capital cost of transformers and then cost of the transformer losses. The value of these losses may 
not be specified in all applications, and in this case the TOC reflects only the capital cost of the 
transformers. 

This report addresses those transformers that perform the final transformation from utility 
distribution voltages (typically 4-35 kV) to final utilization voltages (600 V and below); hence, 
the designation “distribution transformer.” These distribution transformers range in size from 
-0.25-kVA single-phase to 2500-kVA, three-phase transformers. 

The definition for distribution transformers as considered in this study can be summarized as 
transformers that arecontinually energized; these fall within the voltage classes and capacities 
showninTable2.1. ,, 

i Table 2.1. Characteristics of distribution transformers typically used in the United States 
. _,.,* _, * _,.-” 

Transformer Phase Primary voltage Secondary voltage Capacities 
type W) 09 WA) 

Liquid-immersed 1 35 and ?3ejow -600 and below lo-833 
Liquid-immersed 3 35 and below . ,400 and below 15-2500 
W-type 1 35 and below 600 and below 15-833 
Dry-type 3 35 and below 600 and below 15-2500 
Dry-type” land3 35 and below 600 and below 0.25-45 

@I%e smaller dry-type units are included for completeness, but they are a small contributor to the overall energy 
losses and are not likely to be included in an energy efficiency standard. The units below 9 kVA normally have primary 
voltages below 600 V. 

i 

The vast majority of distribution transformers on the utility-owned distribution system are the 
liquid-immersed type, while those used in commercial, industrial, and institutional applications 
are predominately the dry type. The merits and limitations of each type are discussed in the 
following subsections. 

In’general, distribution transformers operate over a wide range of loads-some applications 
having substantial portions of the day and year near zero load. As is shown in Subsect. 2.2, light 
loading increases the importance of losses at low-load levels, since energizing current must 
always be present, even without load. 
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2.1.1 Principles of Transformer Operation 

There are three basic elements in a transformer: the primary winding, the secondary winding, 
and the core. Figure 2.1 shows the key elements pictorially. The two windings are coils of wire 
wound around a core of high-magnetic-permeability material. By definition, the primary winding 
is the one connected to the electrical source, while the secondary winding is connected to the 
output or load. The core may be made of silicon steel or another magnetic material such as 
amorphous metal and provides a path for the magnetic flux that links all the windings. An 
alternating flux is set up in the core when the primary winding is connected to an ac voltage 
source. This alternating flux induces voltage in all windings that is proportional to the number of 
turns in the specific winding (Faraday’s law).’ In the ideal transformer there are no losses or 
leakage flux, and the ratio of the voltages induced is equal to the ratio of the number of turns in 
the respective windings. For example, a transformer with a lOOO-Vat source applied to 100 turns 
in a primary winding will induce 100 V in a secondary winding with only 10 turns. By selecting 
the proper turns ratio, the designer can determine the ratio of input to output voltages. Simply put, 
the volts per turn is constant in each winding. \ 
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Fig. 2.1. Major internal elements of a transformer. 

Because the ideal transformer neither stores nor loses energy, the power input to the primary 
winding must equal the power output to the secondary winding. As the power input is the product 
of the voltage and current on the primary side, the power output must be equal to the product of 
the voltage and current on the secondary side. This implies that the ratio of the primary and 
secondary current is inversely proportional to the turns ratio. Hence, the ideal transformer simply 
changes the voltage between the windings in proportion to the turns ratio and changes the current 
in inverse proportion. In the example given in the previous paragraph, the secondary current must 
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be ten times the primary current. Assuming that the transformer’s load is 5 &VA, then the primary 
current is 5 A, and the secondary current is ten times this, or 50 A or IIN, = Z2N2. 

m 

i 

. 

Obviously, transformers are not ideal, and while the modem transformerSvery closely 
approaches the ideal, there are losses. Specifically, there is a voltage drop through the transformer 
under load so that the v&age ratio is not exactly equal to the turns ratio, and an excitation current 
flows in the transformer even ,when no external, load current is present. The excitation. current __ __ _~ I ,“~, >, . . . ,a _, > ;.., 
reflects the presence of no-load losses, while the losses at load are in direct proportion to the 
product of the square of the current and the winding’s effective electrical resistance, which is 
influenced by temperature. For these reasons, the turns ratio does not match the ideal relationship. ” -I ,. ,^ I II. 
Details of these loss mechanisms are discussed below. 

In the transformer. depicted in Fig. 2.1, tbe’windings are separated to avoid confusion. ,In _ 
reality, the lower-voltage windings are placed next to the core and extend over the entire” core,%leg; 
the high-voltage windings are placed outside and over the low-voltage windings. Because the 
core is at ground potential, this simplifies the problem of insulating the high voltage from the core 
material. Clearly, the windings must be insulated from ground and from low to high voltage. In 
addition, voltage drop in the windings requires an insulation from, turn to~tuin and-layer to layer 
of each winding (and between phases in three-phase units). The space required by the insulation 
effectively increases the size of both coil and core and hence the @r&onrer’s design volume. -, I~ , . ,.*is -... 
Multiple types of insulation systems are available, and the system selected determines,wh&er, 
the transformer is a dry or liquid-immersed type and its intended operating temperature. 
Furthermore, the amount of insulation required is dependent upon both steady-state and transient 
voltage levels and increases with.the transfp,~e~‘s~~~“vlqltage. 

There are two basic methods of, winding transformers: (1) the core form, in which the two 
sets of windings surround a core, and (2) the shell.form, in which a single set of windings is 
surrounded by core material, as is shown in Fig. 2.1. There is no inherent difference in cost or 
performance. between the t,wo.designs, and the design chosen is somewhat dependent upon the 
setup of the manufacturing facility. 

I 

2.1.2 Major Transformer Loss Me&a&ms: No-bed and &oad I+wses 

As is noted in Subsect.,2.1,1, there are two major types of losses in transformers: no-load, loss 
and load loss. ., 

2.1.2.1 No-load lossq 

. 

No-load losses are those losses required in the excitation of the transformer..l%load losses 
include dielectric loss, conductor loss due to excitation and circulating currents, andcore loss. 
The dominant no-load loss is core loss, which is associated with the time-varying nature of the 
magnetizing force and results from hysteresis and eddy currents in the core materials. Core losses 
are dependent upon the excitation voltage and may increase sharply if the rated voltage of the 
transformer is exceeded. There is, -also-so,me. inverse dependence on core temperature. 

Hysteresis losses in transfomw co= materials ~curbecause-~e .ce. mq!txk!s.~~~.~ist _ 
realignment of the magnetic domains in the mate&l, ‘Ihe power required to overcome this 
reluctance and change magnetic alignment is dependent upon the operating frequency, the 

I amount and type of core material, and the magnitude of the magnetic flux density. Furthermore, 
the magnitude of hysteresis loss is dependent upon flux density, which is, in turn, dependent upon 
terminal voltage and the number of winding turns.. This interdependence is generally referred to 
as the “machine equation” and is a consequence of Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. 
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This relationship is expressed in the equation shown in note 1, which may be rearranged to 
express B,, in terms of induced voltage or volts per turn in terms of B,,. 

The initial magnetization curve and a typical hysteresis curve for a ferromagnetic material are 
shown in Fig. 2.2. Clearly, the relationship between magnetic flux density and magnetic field 
intensity is nonlinear. For maximum operating performance at minimum capital cost, it is 
generally desirable to operate the transformer just below the knee, or bend, in the magnetization 
curve, reducing the quantity of core material and the associated cost. Care must be taken to ensure 
that the operating voltage levels do not push the transformer into the saturation region of the 
curve beyond the knee because this sharply increases losses and harmonics. Alternatively, 
reduction of the peak operating flux, while reducing hysteresis losses, results in the need for a 
larger cross section of core material and can thus increase transformer capital cost, weight, and 
volume. The use of different core materials also impacts size and capital cost. 

The alternating flux induces in the core material small circulating currents much like eddies 
in a stream, These eddy-current losses in the core materials represent the other major component 
of core losses and are functions of the operating frequency, the flux density, the volume of core 
material, and the resistivity of the core material. To reduce eddy-current losses, the core materials 
are selected for high resistivity and are formed into thin sheets called laminations, which are 
separated by thin layers of insulating oxide coating and oriented to minimize the induced 
currents. These actions increase capital cost by increasing the core volume, the materials cost, and 
the assembly labor costs. Similarly, decreasing eddy currents by lowering the flux density 
increases the core material requirements and, potentially, the capital cost, weight, and volume. 

The resistivity of the core material has traditionally been increased by alloying iron and 
silicon and cold-rolling the materials into thin laminated sheets of 7- to 12-mil thickness. These 
materials are then heat-treated to reduce hysteresis losses. While great strides have been made in 
reducing the losses in high-silicon-steel materials, a technique for producing materials in which 
the iron atoms are randomly oriented (amorphous metal) has been developed. In this process, a 
molten alloy of iron, silicon, and boron is allowed to spill in a ribbon onto a rapidly rotating drum 
where it is chilled at the rate of about a million degrees per second, forming a glasslike ribbon of 
material about 1 mil thick without crystalline structure. This material has good magnetic 
properties, low inherent hysteresis losses, and high resistivity. The very thin laminations greatly 
reduce eddy currents, but their extreme brittleness and the difftcultly in handling them adds to the 
assembly cost. Because the saturation flux density of amorphous material is lower and because 
amorphous material cannot be packed as tightly as high-grade silicon steels, the effective 
operating flux levels in the core are reduced. As a result, cores made of amorphous material are 
generally larger-requiring more pounds of material, eroding the specific loss advantage of 
amorphous material, and increasing costs. The larger core cross section also requires more 
material for the coil (i.e., more turns and/or longer winding length); this generally increases core 
cost and load losses. 

All amorphous-core transformers are liquid-immersed, wound core and were, until recently, 
limited to ~2500 kVA. Transformer cores made of this amorphous-core material have ~25% of 
the losses per pound of material demonstrated by the best transformer cores made of high-grade 
silicon steel. The drawbacks of the amorphous-core material include increased core costs, 
increased difficulty in fabrication, increased core volume and weight, and reduced saturation flux 
density. The present capital cost penalty relative to high-grade silicon steel appears to be -25%. 
The amorphous-metal manufacturer and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) ‘are 
optimistic that in constant dollars this penalty can be reduced to less than 10% (Ng 1993). 

Aside from the core material properties, other issues enter into the core performance such as 
the use of wound core or stacked core and the manner in which the core laminations are stacked 
in so-called buttlap, mitered, and steplapped cores to reduce joint fringing. Also, the degree of 
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material. 
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interleaving or booking in both wound and stacked cores ranges from single-sheet to four-sheet: 
These techniques are used to reduce core losses, but the more elaborate techniques are 
labor-intensive and increase core costs for a specified material. Generally, the better-performing, 
higher-cost materials are used in configurations that also require more labor. 

2.1.2.2 Load losses 

Those losses that are incident with the carrying of load are referred to as load losses. Unlike 
no-load losses, which are constant and always present, load losses vary with the square of the 
load current carried by the transformer and include (1) the resistive heating (PR) losses in the 
windings due to both load and eddy currents, (2) stray loss due to leakage fluxes in the windings, 
core clamps, and other parts, and (3) the loss due to circulating currents in parallel windings and 
parallel winding strands. For distribution transformers, the.major source of load losses is the IZR 
losses in the windings. 

Load losses can be reduced by selecting lower-resistivity materials (such as copper) for the 
windings, by reducing the total length of the winding conductor, and by using a conductor with a 
larger cross-sectional area. Eddy currents are controlled by subdividing the conductor into strands 
and insulating the conductor strands and by conductor shape and orientation. Clearly, this 
involves a combination of material and geometric options that also depend upon the core 
dimensions. 

Because dry-type insulation systems lack the additional coohng and insulating properties of 
the oil-paper systems, for the same rating the dry-type transformers tend to be more costly, larger, 
and have greater losses than a corresponding liquid-immersed unit. Moreover, for a given capital 
cost, volume, weight, and insulation system, transformers of the same voltage and 
kilovolt-ampere rating trade off no-load against load losses. This is illustrated conceptually by the 
cost vs losses surface in Fig. 2.3, which in reality is a set of discrete points established by 
available core di.mensions.’ ._. 

Because load losses vary with the square of the load current, transformer efficiency is 
load-dependent.’ Furthermore, it can be shown mathematically that maximum efficiency occurs at 
the load point for which load losses and no-load losses are equal. 

Most distribution transformers are generally lightly loaded for relatively long periods and are 
designed with lower no-load losses to operate with maximum efficiency at 25-50% load 
(Fig. 2.4). The curves shown in Fig. 2.4, which are typical of distribution transformers, illustrate 
two different applications: the first-called low no-load loss, high load loss-is for transformers 
that would be expected to be lightly loaded (i.e., low capacity factor); the second-labeled 
moderate no-load loss, low load loss-would be applied to a transformer with a higher capacity 
factor (i.e., capacity factor = average load/transformer capacity). The curves are easily plotted 
using equations of the type illustrated in note 3, values for the nameplate rating, load losses, and 
no-load losses. The effect on total losses is indicated by Fig. 2.5, which illustrates the general 
nature of this trade-off. 

2.13 Characteristics of Liquid- and Dry-Type Transformers 

Liquid-immersed transformers are the predominant type of transformer, representing the 
oldest technology and having an establishedperformance record. They offer the best balance of 
design properties for dielectric, thermal, and cost performance and are the basis for all other 
design types. The liquid-immersed units have outstanding thermal and dielectric properties, the 
lowest purchase cost, the smallest dimensions, and the lowest losses per purchase dollar and are 
relatively unaffected by the operating environment. The key disadvantages are the possible 
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Fig. 2.3. Surface of cost vs losses for a typical 25kVA dis@ut@p transformer. Source: Prepared usi?8 data _ .-..bL, . u_,&**w.-~*, _wI_/ *&~.,‘*da& 
supplied by the National Electric Manufacturers Assbciation. 
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Fig. 2.5. Typical total losses as functions of load, indicating trade-off of relative load and no-load losses. 
NLL = no-load losses; LL = load losses. . 

susceptibility to fire, a lower temperature rise, and potential oil leaks. Fire-resistant liquids have 
been developed and, aside from the disadvantages of leakage and more restrictive thermal 
operating limits, compete favorably with dry-type transformers. 

Dry-type transformers are available in several types but are generally open wound or 
encapsulated. The design temperature rise and hot spot temperature imply that several different 
insulating systems are available for dry-type transformers, but all dry-type transformers depend 
strongly on the insulating and cooling properties of air. The units are fire-resistant and present no 
leakage problem. They are generally more costly and heavier and have higher losses than 
liquid-immersed units. The insulation systems used in dry-type transformers permit operation at 
higher temperatures than those used in liquid-immersed units. Because little capital investment is 
required to begin manufacturing dry transformers, there are a large number of manufacturers, and 
turnover is high. Dry-type transformers are limited to operating voltages of less than 46 kV. 

2.2 TRANSFORMER EVALUATION AND LOSS REDUCTION METiIODS 

This section discusses the general nature of loss evaluation and trade-offs in loss reductance. 
Without regard to cost, it is technically feasible to design and to build distribution transformers of 
all types that provide significant energy savings compared with the typical units purchased in 
1994. However, if energy-saving designs are restricted to those that are economically feasible 
using national average energy costs, there is a potential for moderate savings per transformer 
from liquid-immersed units and for more significant savings per transformer from redesigned 
dry-type units. Because utilities routinely evaluate transformers for minimum TOC, the technical 
ability to provide low-loss liquid-immersed transformers is well established. 
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Typical values for losses in distribution transformers are given in Table 4.2 by size and 
insulating system. As a result .of improved performance & core qaterials from both silicon steel 
and amorphous-core materials and increased demand for lower TOCs by utilities, transformer “mij .-i/. .‘ >f. *, .‘,~,~~lp,~l~~“~.i’“.~~“~r~,,~~~, 
losses in oil-paper systems have decreased,steadily since the 1950s. Genemlly,‘dry’-type _ ” 
transformers have not experienced a corresponding reduction in losses. This reflects the fact that 
dry-type transformers are usually not evaluated for TOCs and are purchased on a lowest first-cost 
basis. 

The TOC evaluation methodology, which has been used by utilities and some other large 
customers for a number of years, provides a balance between cost of purchase and,cost of energy 
losses. The wide range of no-load-loss evaluation values (A factor) and load-loss evaluation 
values (B factor) for liquid-type transformers jndicates the broad diversity -of utility energy and 
capital expenses. Similar techniques could be used to develop A and B factors for dry-type 
transformer applications in industrial and commercial settings. However, while low-loss 
transformers are available for liquid-immersed applications, there h’as been limited incentive for 
manufacturers to supply low-loss, dry-type transformers. It appears that the limited customer 
demand for lower-loss, dry-type units has come from utility applications and special niche 
applications in industry. 

The design specifications and maximum losses will define the continuous capacity I .,.. se,... / I 
(kilovolt-ampere), the overload capability and hence the thermal performance of the insulation 
system, the short circuit or fault current capability and transformer impedance, the phasing 
desired, the normal and unusual service conditions, the voltage regulation, and the basic impulse 
level. Specification of losses or efficiency is not common because this restricts the design. *,. . L ‘. ‘_, ,., 
Instead, the utility practice is to specify loss evaluation values for no-load and load conditions 
and to allow the manufacturer to minimize the TOC. 

The technology used to provide low-loss transformers is based upon changing the 
configuration and hence the amounts of coil and core materials and lower-loss materials. For r ,,“. ?. , “‘ .. .._ -.,-l,‘, ,. ._ J”,, *,.>,, , ,__, 
example, operating at a lower flux density will reduce core losses but require mommriis of 

’ conductor, increasing load losses. Similarly, lowering the conductor current density will reduce 
load losses but require more core material or a higher flux level, which will produce h,igher 
no-load losses. Qstrictions on weight and volume may further limit the selection. To provide a .. ” 1 .I..il~*l.hl /iiWj/ 
low-loss transformer requires the use of low-loss materials (i.e., high-silicon steel or amorphous 
metal for the core and increased amounts of copper or aluminum for the windings) configured in 
an optimal manner. The increased cpre volume and weight associated with amorphous cores .-(I _..,,,“/ .( ;.‘,*,a ‘ ,.. 
requires longer turns of conductor, increasing coil losses. The configuration and the materials 
selected define the cost of the transformer materials and the labor required to assemble the system 
(i.e., the transformer cost). Table 2.2 illustrates’these trade-offs. 

It is evident from Fig. 1.2 that maximum efficiencies for three-phase, 75-kVA, dry-type 
transformers have declined from about 97.8% in 1970,to ,96.9%,.in 1995, yhile liquid-immersed 
units have slowly increased in efficiency over the same time period. In 1970 the liquid-immersed 
unit was about 0.7% more efficient (98.5 vs 97.8%), which can be attributed to the difference in 
the insulating value of oil vs air and the resulting smaller size of the liquid-immersed unit. In the ..(.. a%^ _.._ j.~,_ 
intervening years the liquid-immersed units have sl,owly evolved to efficiencies of about 98.9%. 
However, nonloss evaluated transformers deteriorated in efficiency to under 98.0% from the .,/.A 
98.5% level of 1970. If during the same time period dry-type transformers had applied the same 
technology evolution, it is safe to project that dry-type transformers, if subject to a loss evaluation 
by the customer, would now approach 98.2% efficiency instead of the 96.9% efficiency currently 
produced. These comparisons depend on evolutionary development of the technologies, not major 
breakthroughs. For a detailed analysis of transformer design methods, see Feinberg (1979) and 
Stigant and Franklin (1973). 
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Table 2.2. Loss reduction alternatives .,. ,i . ^. ., i a ., % . ..-* ,. b 

To decrease no-load losses 
l Use lower-loss core materials 

l Decrease flux density by 

(1) increasing core CSAb 

(2) decreasing volts/turn 
l Decrease flux path length 

by decreasing conductor CSA 
To decrease load losses 

l Use lower-loss conductor material 
l Decrease current density by 

increasing conductor CSA 

. Decrease current path length by 
(1) Decreasing core CSA 

(2) Increasing volts per turn 

No-load losses Load losses cost 

Lower No change’ Higher 

Lower Higher Higher 
Lower Higher Higher 
Lower Higher Lower 

No change Lower Higher 
Higher Lower Higher 

Higher Lower Lower 

’ Higher ,, ~ ,,, , /, Higher Lower 

‘Amorphous-core materials would result in higher load losses. 
bCSA = cross-sectional area. 

Can dry-transformer technology provide transformers with lower losses at reasonable costs? 
As is indicated in the previous paragraph, all types of dry transformers can be constructed with 
lower losses; however, costs will be higher for a given efficiency than for liquid-immersed 
transformers. Because air is the ,basic cooling and insulating system for dry-type transformers, all 
dry-type transformers will be larger than liquid-immersed units for the same kV/kVA rating; 
hence, it is not possible for a dry-type transformer to have a lower TOC than a liquid-immersed 
unit. When operating at the same flux and current density, more material for core and coil implies 
higher losses and higher costs. However, dry-type transformers have traditionally offered 
fire-resistant, environmental, and application advantages for industrial and commercial situations. 
Recent advances in liquid-filled units reduce these advantages. Therefore, the reduction in losses 
in dry-type transformers must be weighed against the increased capital costs of the units by using 
TOC or an equivalent evaluation method. 

F 

2.3 TRANSFORMER LOADING PRACTICES 
I.,. 

Determination of both the size in kilovolt-amperes and the load factor of distribution 
transformers is an important task. Both continuous load and overload impacts on insulation 
system life must be considered. Methodologies have been developed to enable utilities to better 
size the transformer to the load characteristics (Schneider and Hoad 1992). Studies seem to 
indicate that distribution transformers are lightly loaded most of the time but have short periods 
of time in which loads may be XL100% above the rated load. In other words, a lo-kVA 
transformer might be loaded at 15-20 kVA for periods of a few hours per year with slight loss in 
useful life (DOE 1980; Nickel and Braunstein 1981). 

An important point to note is the relatively large spread in the peak load that implies a 
relatively large uncertainty in the transformer peak load or loading pattern. Nickel suggests a 
variable peak loading with an initial peak load of 0.6 to 1.0 and a final peak of 1.25 to 2.0 based 
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upon a 1971 industry survey (DOE 1980; Nickel and Braunstein 1981). The transformer load is 
assumed to grow from the initial to the final peak at a specified rate, at which point the 
transformer is moved to a lower load lqc+q or. @&$. ,- i ,. 

The ratio of average losses to losses at peak load is called the i&s f&@r &d is used in 
deriving the load-loss evaluation (B) factor. The r.&o qf,.average load to peak load is referred. to 
as the load factor and is equivalent to the transformer,rel~~~~~,capacity (see note 3) only if the 
transformer’s peak load is equal to the~nameplate rating and coincident witl~ the system peak 
load. This study refers to a transformer effective capacity factor when referencing transformer 
load and therefore. assumes a coinci&nce, of the transformer and system peaks and a relative peak I . .,a 1..1_“- .“, - “_ .~“*.,,“_CX_._L _ , 
load of 1 .O. The capacity factor, load factor, and loss factor are strongly dependent on the 
transformer’s loading pattern. The effective capacity factor used in this study is a 
root-mean-square annual average of the transfo~~r’s relative capacity. An empirically developed ^... _^-_“._- 
formula relating the loss factor to the lo@,.f,@~to~,js~$rj;,= 0.15 LF + 0.85 LF. The general *,,,. I) .“h”.%“” ..,./.” li, _,.. :, I ,.,un’T. 
relationship between loss factor-gd load factor has been published (Mqmng 1965). The ‘above - --x--s.+a.x..*_ ,___I‘ _*L,,wbsI 
form of the equation is based on several representative utilities, and, as with other factors used in 
this analysis, for a given application there can besignificant deviation from the assumed national 
average. Specific forms of the equation for commercial and in,duste@ applications will require 
careful study. 

A subject of major concern. to ut$ties,i_s. projected equipment life. For distributi?n. 
transformers a loa&sg guide has been established (ANSI and IEEE 198 1). This guide provides a 
method for determining the insulation’s hottest spot temperature as a fupction of load and a 1 ._ -r. *-lIaY..IYIMI,,-~~_ 
relationship between temperature and time fiat is us+, to c?mpute transformer life. Present 
distribution transformers are designed to operate 20 years at the design load and specified 
hot-spot temperature. Underloaded transformers are clearly less stressed thermally and may have 
lives extending well beyond 30 years, but transformers loaded to greater than nameplate rating for 
extended times may have significantly shortened lifetimes. The national average age data 
referenced below implies that distribution transformers may be significantly underloaded. 

For this report, a national average for utility distiibution transfoG.ec,life of_ iJ,l:95 years and a 
standard deviatioq.,of,6.4 years were used (Mougin 1992). Note that 30 years is the typical period 
used for evaluating TOCs. 

While the present average age is well beyond the 20-year design life, there is evidence of 
attempts by utilities to rnore&@y match load to transformer size.. In making the decision to “1 .*... ,e>U*w.r_\\lLX 
reduce transformgr S&J, utilities must .cpusicJer vqt&ge regulation. Voltage drop in the 
transformer due to sudden load change can result in customer complaints. For example, an . /_. ,. II”, - x %.. ../, “-“iy***i. 
electric motor requires up to six times the operating current during startup, and if the mot-or is 
large relative to the transformer, voltage can be significantly reduced for up to 15 s until the 
motor reaches operating speed. A common solution to motor-caused voltage-drop problems is to j _** ...‘.eun .)._ 1cI 
oversize the transformer. The net result is an underloaded transformer with a relatively long life. 

While the annual operating costs of transformers depend upon the’ per unit loading and tie‘ ” ‘ 
reflected in the TOC ev.&atiop methodology through the loss evaluation values, another factor 
that will play an important role in dry-type transformer evaluation is the temperature rating of the 
unit. The increased importance results from the wider variation in the maximum operating 
temperature allowed in dry-type transformer insulation. 
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NOTES 

1. E = 4.443 x f x N x B, x klw, where E = rated coil voltage (volts), f = operating 
frequency (hertz), N = number of turns in the winding, B,, = maximum flux density in the core 
WW, and &I, = cross-sectional area of the core material in the coil window. 

2. In addition to the voltage equation in note 1, a power equation expressing the volt-ampere 
rating in terms of the other input parameters is also used in transformer design. Specifically, the 
form of the equation is kVA = 4443 x f x N x B, x &,w x J x A-, wheref, N, B,,, and Llw are 
as defined in note 1, J is the current density (A/mm’), and &is the coil cross-sectional area (m2) 
in the core window. 

3. Efficiency (q) at a given load level is defined as output energy divided by the sum of 
output energy and losses. Assuming constant terminal voltage and no correction for temperature 
effects, 

scoso 
’ = [S cos 0 + core losses + load losses x ( 1 S( /SB)~] ’ 

where S = kVA load, SB = nameplate rating, and cos 0 = power factor. For this report, 11 is shown 
for cos 0 = 1. Because voltage fluctuation under operating conditions is limited, the voltage 
assumption is acceptable for well-designed distribution transformers. The ratio IS~/SB is called the 
relative capacity. 
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Liquid-immersed and dry-type are the two distinct types of distribution transformers, serving 
predominantly the utility and the nonutility sectors respectively. The total value of product 
shipments in the distribution 
coming from more than 230 
1994a). Amorphous-core transformers account for -10% of new transformer sales (Howe 1993). .- %, ,. f4 “_^.*(I,r.l .* ,ibl% ‘“~“:““^“‘.~;‘.. l.,*.i,.^il ..:llx.‘. 1 .A*.. ,. L. -~ _. I .‘., 
The value of total U.S. tr+$otnerimports (which includes allcategones of transformers,except 
electronic+tandard Industrial ClassifTcation 3612) has been more than the..v.a$e ,of its. exports I _ c. ._..~ I i / I_ * during *e past sever;?y~~~~s;c~~~~~~~~~-~~~~.i~~, respectively, of the. total value of 

shipments in 1992 (DOC 1994b). Canada and Mexico have been the major trading partners for . . .“‘,. __..+ _*...,_ ,_d 
the United States, and it is expected that the North American,Free, Trade Agreement will provide 
a big boost for the U.S. transformer export market (DOC 1994b). Expected growth in the - “_.._ WNd” a.*( 
Mexican economy resulting from the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement * . ~, I . . *_ 
would stimulate the demand for elecricity in Mexico and hence increase the, demand for .*..-I. ~~_~~*- I) ,, ,*a, / 
transformer products. 

It is estimated that -lo% of.the total liquid-immersed market serves the nont&lity sector, and /,.1..(\* 
most liquid-immersed “transformers. in this market segment are three-phase, pad-mounted and .e.- ..-.*>.i,,.e .*,.sL~c_I*~u~ 
station types. (The use of the pole type is declining, mainly owing to aesthetic concerns.) 
Conversely, more than 90% of the total dry-type market is in the nonutility (C&I) sector. Total 
current annual sales volumes of liquid-immersed and dry-type transformers in the ., ..I. ,*.a l.c”“~-.~~ 
10 kVA-2.5 MVA range are estimated to be l-.1 *milli,on (64,631 MVA) and 0.38 million 
(28,336 MVA) units respectively. In addition, about 1.4 million single-phase, dry-type 
transformers in the 3- to S-kVA range are sold annually, of which 25-30% are used for 
distribution transformer applications. Relative to the number of manufacturers, the dry-type 
market is comparatively more volatile than the liquid-immersed market because manufacturing of 
dry-type transformers is less capital-intensive and~has particularly low startup costs. There are 
many dry-type manufacturers-total numbers in the 19 kVA-2.5, MVA range have been 
estimated anywhere from 200 to 400. However, only about 20 of these are major dry-type 
transformer manufacturers; most of the remaining manufacturers are only involved in either niche 
market segments (e.g., mining or railways) or in transformer rewinding. The number of smaller 
size (cl0 kVA), dry-type transformer manufacturers is large (i.e., 5~000) in order to serve 
the numerous original equipment manufacturers @EMS). 

Dry-type transformers >lQ kVA. are predominantly three-phase compared with the 
single-phase dominance in&liquid-immersed transformer marketopen wound and cast resin 
are the two major categories of dry-type transformers, the latter beiig more expensive and used 
primarily in harsh environments. such as cement and chemical plants and outdoor installations. -, “~ I. .- ..a L.. “~.h _,.xIIaax 
Dry-type transformers gained a much wider, acceptance in the marketplace during the 1980s 
following the U.S. Envirgnmer&l. Protection Agency (EPA) ban on the manufacture of 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in 1979.’ 

The distributi.on transformer market generally consists of transformers of 10 kVA-2.5 MVA, r <mu. I.“..yc‘we 
although numerous dry-type transformers ~10 kVA areclassified as distribution transformers , ..,.,.._“. ^>dw,-“. * ,.l.‘.L a” “‘L&u ,..,” I._, ~, _, _,” _ .“^_ ,~ .,j ̂ . 
(see Subsect. 3.2.2). Currently, no published disaggregated information is available on annual 
sales and shipments of distribution. @nsformers. The market data collected by the US. 1..“..-- . . &*-I, *l._^.b”.. .“-Ylr*r_i~.u-b^-r.~~~~,~.~~,.,:‘ 
Department of Commerce (DOC 1994.a) provide only the aggregate value of annual shipments; 
the data are disaggregated neither by the kind of transformers nor in terms of size and number of 
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units. NEMA surveys the industry regularly to collect market information on distribution 
transformers, including both liquid-immersed and dry-type. Several size (kilovolt-amperage) and 
voltage classes are considered under each type, and the liquid-immersed type also disaggregates 
further into pole, pad-mounted, subsurface, power, and secondary unit substation classes. The 
NEMA data do not reflect the entire industry, particularly when only 5% of dry-type distribution 
transformer manufacturers are members (Patterson 1994). The NEMA data currently represent 
66% and 72% of the total dry-type and liquid-immersed markets respectively (Hopkinson 1994). 
In the case of the liquid-immersed transformer market, the percentage of the total market 
represented by the NEMA data has continually decreased from 90% in 1980 to 72% in 1993 as 
some large non-NEMA manufacturers entered the market. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show total annual 
shipments of distribution transformers in terms of size (megavolt-amperes) and number of units, 
respectively, for the period 1980-2030. The historical data in these figures are from NEMA and 
were updated to reflect the non-NINA market share (as discussed previously); the exception is 
the cast resin dry-type market, for which historical data are based on Patterson (1994). 
Information on future years is based on ORNL projections. 

The future outlook for the distribution tmnsformer’industry is not expected to be different 
from that of the past decade. Based on current customer practices, the industry predicts an overall 
annual growth rate of not more than 2% (Patterson 1994; Schrieber 1994). Sales of 
liquid-immersed utility distribution transformers depend primarily on new housing starts, while 
gross private domestic investment provides a good indicator for the nonutility transformer 
market. Projections made here for the utility (i.e., liquid-immersed) and the nonutility (i.e., 
open-wound dry-type, cast-resin dry-type, and liquid-immersed) markets are based on these 
parameters. The recent trend of low demand for utility transformers, due to stagnant new 
residential construction and reduced utility growth, is expected to continue in the future. In 
addition, affordability and demographic factors will cause new housing starts to grow more 
slowly than the overall economy (DOC 1994b; Christ ‘1994). The liquid$nruersed utility 
transformer market is assumed in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 to grow at an annual rate of 1%. The recovery 
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Fig. 3.1. Annual shipments of distribution transformers by megavolt-ampere (10 HA-2.5 MVA), 198&2030. 
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Fig. 3.2. Annual shipments of distributipn jransfo~~rs, by number of units (10 kVA-2.5 MVA), 1980-2030. 

P 

of the U.S. manufacturing sector is expected to result in a moderate demand for the nonutility .J/ .U_I._(/*I~VL .* .-<_l. r:.*hlu,i‘ A. 
transformer market. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget predicts that low long-term ,_l/l*__*,~/._*_~_* 
interest rates (particularly important for fixed &mess investment) will be sustained over the rest. ^ . -~ ._ I**.wLIo*I.IIxI* 
of the 1990s and will result in a gross domestic product growth of 2.5-3%/year (OMB 1994). 
Based on the historical data used here, annual growth rates during 1983-1993 for 
liquid-immersed and dry-type distribution transformers are estimated to be 1.1 and 6%/year 
respectively. Thus, the assumed annual growth rates of 1 and 2.5% used here for the utility and 
nonutility transformer markets, respectively, are conservative compared with the historical. 
growth rates. To forecast the number of units of liquid- and dry-type transformers, it is also 
assumed that the average size of transformers will increase in both cases annually by 0.5% 
(Fig. 3.2). The breakdown between theu~l#y and nonutility liquid-immersed transformers is 
based on the assumption that the nonutility share includes (1) 4% of the total single-phase, 
liquid-immersed market and (2) 20% of the total three-phase, liquid-immersed market (Austin 
1994). 

3.2 CATEGORIZATION BY SIZE 

In the distribution transformer @kVA to 2.5-MVA range, nearly all of the units are ,4.“Ae~,.“l a,. xI, 
manufactured by the 20 or so major manufacturers. For ~10 kVA (i.e., 0.25 kVA-9 kVA), the 
number of manufacturers increases,to about 5000 in order to supply transformers to the numerous .*.*‘” _ , 
OEMs. These smaller size units areexpected to be only -4% of the market based on capacity of 
sales in 2030. An energy conservation policy that involved the lO-kVA to 2.5~MVA range would 
affect 95% of the distribution transformer market. A more detailed description of markets for the >. . ..,. XI ,,I ;, I _.. c‘ ,_ ,~,, ,, _ 
two size categories follows. 
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32.1 Distribution Transformers in the 10IVA to 2.5MVA Range 

Table 3.1 shows the estimated annual shipments of liquid-immersed and dry-type distribution 
transformers for 1980-2030. As discussed earlier, forecast shipments (i.e., 1994-2030) of 
liquid-immersed and dry-type transformers shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 are based on constant 
annual growth rates of 2.5 and 1 .O%/year respectively. In the case of dry-type transformers, 
additional forecasts of shipments under an annual growth rate of 1 .O% have also been made, as is 
shown in Table 3.1. 

The annual sales volume of liquid-immersed transformers has remained steady at -1 million 
units during the past two decades, as is shown in Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.1. It is estimated that about 
1.14 million units (or 64,631 MVA) or liquid-type transformers were sold during 1993. The 
liquid-immersed transformer market will increase to 1.18 and 1.33 million units by the years 
2000 and 2020 respectively. The corresponding annual capacities to be sold during those years 
are forecasted to be 70,087 and 88,350 MVA respectively. Almost 1.41 million units (or 
99,195 MVA) of liquid-immersed transformers will be sold in the year 2030. 

The market outlook for dry-type distribution transformers will grow substantially from its 
current level of 0.38 million units (or 28,336 MVA) to 0.44 and 0.65 million units by the years 
2000 and 2020, respectively, under the assumed annual growth rate of 2.5%/year. About 32,255 
and 52,854 WA, respectively, are forecast to be the corresponding annual capacity to be sold 
during those years. By the year 2030 the annual sold capacity of dry-type transformers is 
projected to be 67,659 MVA (or 0.79 million units). The market share of open-wound and 
cast-resin dry-type transformers compared with the total capacity sold in 2030 will be 28 and 
12% respectively. If the market growth rate of dry-type transformers is similar to that of 
liquid-immersed transformers (i.e., l%/year), the total dry-type market is forecasted to be less . 
than 60% of the market estimated under the gro& rate of 2.5%/year in 2030. About 0.46 million 
units (or 39,213 MVA) of dry-type distribution transformers will be sold under the lower growth 
rate case in the year 2030. 

Table 3.1. Annual shipments of distribution tffrusformers (lo kVA-2.5 MVA), 1980-2030 ” . _. ,. L ,I, ;. ^ ,~ .,.,, 
Liquid-immersed 

1 .O%/year 

w-type 

2SWyear 1 .O%/year 

YW 

1980 
1985 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 
2015 
2020 
2025 
2030 

Units Units 
MVA ‘000 units MVA ’ (thousands) MVA (thousands) 

58,370 1,034 30,722 181 30,722 181 
70,613 1,131 17,920 213 17920 213 
73,180 1,130 22,796 320 22,796 320 
66,145 1,148 28,509 394 27,681 382 
70,087 1,181 32,255 435 29,093 392 
74,264 1,215 * 36,494 480 30,577 402 
78,690 1,251 41,290 530 32,137 413 
83,380 1,289 46,716 584 33,776 423 
88,350 1,327 52,854 645 35,499 433 
93,616 1,367 59,800 711 37,310 444 
99,195 1,410 67,659 786 39,213 455 

t 
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332 Distribution Transformers ~10 kVA 

Generally, transformers under 10 kVA are dry-type units although some liquid-immersed 
units in this size range are produced. It is estimated that about 1.4 million dry-type units 
<IO-kVA (with an average of 1 kVA) were sold in 1993. These units are mostly single-phase 
units and are generally used by OEMs in machine tool applications. Distribution transformer 
applications in this size category usually average 3-5 kVA in capacity, and in 1993 they had a 
share of -400,000 units (equivalent to 1200 MVA) of the total market of 1.4 million units. The 
growth of this smaller size, dry-type distribution transformer market is assumed to be similar to 
that of the larger size (i.e., >lO kVA) market. Assuming an annual capacity growth rate of 2.5%, 
it is estimated that the capacity of this market will increase from 1200 h$VA in 1993 to 1426, 
1826, and 2337 MVA by the years 2000,2010, and 2020 respectively. In terms of number of 
units, the size of the lower,~l_?lp_l_tr_pere, dry-type distribution transformer market is almost 
equal to that of the larger kilovolt-ampere market. It is projected that this market will increase to 
0.46.0.56, and 0.68 million units by the years 2000,2010, and 2020 respectively. Almost 
0.83 million units (or 2992 MVA) of lower kilovolt-ampere, dry-type distribution transformers 
will be sold in the year 2030. 

3.3 MARKET STRUCTURE 

The structure of the distribution transformer, m,arket, shown in Fig. 3.3, includes various 
market players and their interactions. The market delivery channel varies with the end user, 
particularly between utility and C&I customers. Once a transformer leaves the manufrrcturer’s 
production plant, manufacturers’ representatives, OEMs, stocking distributors, agents, and 
electrical contractors @lay an important role in delivering transformers to end users. 
Factory-affiliated manufacturers’ representatives-, including agencies (usually used by small 
manufacturers) and salaried sales personnel from large manufacturers-are intermediaries, that act 
as the marketing arm for transformer manufacturers. They usually do not stock transformers and 
are typically organized on a regional basis. These representatives act primarily as technical 
resources and brokers; all transformers are shipped directly from the manufacturer to the, end user 
or distributor. Stocking distributors are generally independent electric equipment sellers that carry 
stock items, and their volume is such that they can obtain transformers directly from the factory 
or through manufacturers’, representatives. The agents for end users mainly include either 
architect-engineers or engineering contractors who evaluate various transformer,design options 
and make recommendations for purchases but rarely procure the transformers themselves (doing 
so only in the case of turnkey projects). The electrical contractor purchases transformers from the 
stocking distributors based on specifications developed by the agent or the contractor. 

More than 90% of all utility transformer purchases are currently made directly from 
manufacturers; technical specifications are written by the utilities themselves. In some cases 
(e.g., some municipalities and rural electrification. authoriies) utilities buy transformers directly 
from distributors. Electrical conpac~ors purchase transformers for C&I customersbased on ll,..*_xl j_” ,.... 1 
specifications written by agents or by the contractors themselves, Some heavy-industrial 
customers (e.g., General Motors.Corporation) buy transformers directly from distributors based 
on specifications developed by their in-house experts. For large turnkey projects for C&I 
customers, agents may purchase transformers. Any large-volume or custom-order purchases (e.g., 
for the petrochemical or paper and pulp industry) are made directly from manufacturers. 
Small-volume or stock item purchases are not easily made directly from manufacturers these 
days. OEMs know exact transformer specifications and therefore usually buy from manufacturers 
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Fig. 33. Market delivery channels for distribution transformers. Note: The most common route is marked by 
solid lines. OEM = original equipment manufacturex; A&E = architect and entgineer. 

\ directly. C&I customers buy OEM products either directly through OEMs or through agents or 
electrical contractors. 

Rather than being repaired, transformers with major damage are usually replaced. When 
repair does take place, it usually occurs either in repair shops or at the original manufacturer’s 
(typically when failure occurs within the warranty period). The only units that are normally 
repaired are medium-voltage units. Utilities will frequently repair their own distribution 
transformers because in many cases repair costs less than disposal and replacement. A recent 
ORNL study indicates that, on average, electric utilities are making reasonable decisions 
regarding the replacement or refurbishment of distribution transformers that are removed from 
service (Barnes et al. 1995). Most of the refurbishments occur on transformers that are ~20 years 
old and have a significant amount of remaining life. The retirement age of transformers removed 
from service for a variety of reasons ranges from 14 to 35 years; the average is -25 years. 
However, the average life of liquid-immersed transformers that remain in service is -30 years or 
more. C&I customers sometimes purchase used transformers from an electrical contractor who 
has removed them because they are no longer adequate for the original C&I accounts. 

Although all market participants play a role in expanding the market for energy-efficient 
transformers (i.e., those transformers purchased by utilities and nonutilities that consider energy 
cost in their purchasing decision), the most influential are individuals who are involved in writing 
technical specifications to purchase transformers. In cases where end users write their own 
technical specifications and buy transformers directly from manufacturers, lower loss 
transformers are usually purchased. More than 90% of utilities and some heavy industries (e.g., 
paper and pulp or petrochemicals) currently buy energy-efficient transformers. However, most 
C&I end users do not buy energy-efficient transformers. In these cases transformer requirements 
are specified either by an agent or by an electrical contractor who tries to minimize costs by 
buying cheaper transformers. These agents and contractors, not being the final users of the 
facilities and therefore not being those who pay electric bills, have little incentive toward energy 

. 
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efficiency. C&I building owners usually do not pay electric bills either, since that is the 
responsibility of the tenant. 

Still others in the,market (i.e., distributors, manufacturing representatives, and OEMs, who 
try to maximize profits by increasing sales volumes) do not promote more expensive, 
energy-efficient transformers. OEMs usually specify technical characteristics (e.g., voltage 
regulation or exciting current) and are more interested in Underwriters Laboratories,,~ertification. 
Communications between OF&Is and their customers seldom involve gi~c~~~~~~~~si~~~~~~~.~ / **, .,. .‘I 
efficiency. In addition, these various market players lack the training and incentives to promote 
energy-efficient tr~;f~“~e~s.,c~~~~tly, the limited number of available evaluation tools are,not 
widely used to facili,u&cost justification and determine energy savings. 

EPA recently launched the Energy Star Transformer Program in which electric utilities sign 
agreements to purchase cost-effective, high-efficiency transformers for their distribution systems 
(Thigpen 1995). In addition, leading manufacturers of distribution transformers, have committed - * .LV^ . Y>S,“C _ ” ..xc .,l,‘ &“.*,,u &.JLi rl.. 
to producing Energy Star transformers ,and, ma&eting them to electric utilities.. EPA provides 
technical data and resources to ,.utilitiesto,help them perform complicated benefit-cost analyses of 
their transformer purchases. 

End user demand is *me most &nportant issue in promoting an energy-efficient transformer. 
market. Distribution transfo.rmer..eff&ncy is often overlooked by end users and utility ’ 
demand-side management (DSM) programs because even run-,~f-tfie~,~l?lunits,~ppear to be very 
efficient whencompared with energy conversion devices, such ‘as motors or lighting. For example, 
a good high-efficiency motor might have a full-load efficiency of 96% compared with a typical 
efficiency of 97% for a distribution tra&ormer..viury end usersare currently unaware of the. 
economics ofI.ow,er”Ioss transformers, as is evidenced by their purchasing practices, which are x.._ __...n L..-~.~~d&.^ 
discussed in detail inW.the,foIl~~&g subsection. Thus, in the order of their importance to 
promoting distribution transformer energy efficiency -ranging from the most influential to ,the 
least-the market players are C&I end users, utilities, OEMs, distributors, and manufacturers. 

The discussion,f the distribution transformer market struc,$ure in the previous subsection .- ^,SllW ^ ,--/” - - .*,.meM+e_ ri^rrxiuur,~cbirr--~~*c~~~~-~~~~~., 
illustrates how .dif..erent market players influence transformer purchase decision making. This “.,^.“.__,i _1 
subsection discusses five different types of purchasing practices used by these market players in 
the transform~r~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~practices are first cost, TOC, band of equivalence (BOE), 
oversizing, and choice of. winding material. The last two practices are the only ones not based on 
economics, but they play an important role in transformer purchase decision making for some end 
users. 

3.4.1 First Cost 

Purchases of transformers are often based on the first cost (without any consideration of . ..“. s.. ‘ x. *-I.^&“. .e ..L __/I ,... -- . ...,; e+“_-,/ 
long-term economics) when transformer evah@on and purchase decisions are not made, by the 
end-user. This is particularly true where agents or electrical contractors. m-e purchase decisions 
on the basis of,temperature rise and.low.frrst cost for.Cs”~uying dry-type, 
pad-mounted transformers. These agents or contractors may have little incentive to takeinto _ 
consideration any economic factors other than the transforrner,‘s, first cost. End-user concerns .1 ““.li” “a _,. .._ ^a- .e,*~_” #..““.l/, ra &_ . ..* __ .) 
about higher first costs discourage OEMs and contractors.from offering or recommending the 
more expensive, efficient options to customers who do not, specifically request .them. Transformer 
purchases are tre@.as.capital expenditures for equipment with an expected life of 30-40 years; 
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however, lack of capital causes most small and midsized end-users to favor the short-term 
purchasing criteria (i.e., the first cost) with short payback periods (i.e., 1-3 years). In addition, 
these users are not always aware of, and in some cases are uncertain about, the costs and benefits 
of using energy-efficient transformers. 

3.4.2 Total Life-Cycle Owning Cost 

In recent years the increases in capital and operating costs for power plants, difficulties in 
siting new facilities, and concerns for the environment have forced utilities to evaluate energy 
efficiency. Both efficiency in generation and distribution and efficiency by utility customers 
(through DSM programs) have developed. Utilities invest in DSM programs to effect changes in 
their system load curve, typically improving load factor or reducing demand in order to avoid or 
to delay large investments in new generation facilities. Technical measures in some DSM 
programs include high-efficiency lighting, transformers, motors and cooling systems, or 
improved insulation and building envelopes. These concerns for energy efficiency have been 
translated by utilities into loss evaluations for their transformer and equipment purchases, 
expressed as dollars per kilowatt-hour saved. The higher the loss evaluation, the more the 
premium on minimizing energy losses. Recent developments such as deregulation of electric 
utilities will further boost the procurement of energy-efficient transformers. Deregulation will 
lead to vertical integration of the electric utility industry, and there will be more incentive than 
before to maintain system efficiency (particularly distribution and transmission) to be rate 
competitive. It tends to be a less attractive alternative for procurement of energy-efficient 
transformers for utilities when payback due to efficiency is a number of years in the future. 

Since the early to mid-1980s, U.S. electric utilities have typically purchased distribution 
transformers using EEI’s loss evaluation methodology to arrive at TOCz for comparing and 
selecting transformer bids from among suppliers (EEI 198 1). TOC is a capitalized value, making 
the first cost of the transformer comparable to the lifetime energy costs. The “loss evaluation 
rates” (i.e., the rates that a utility is willing to pay per watt reduction in rated core and conductor 
losses) that are needed to calculate TOC are currently supplied by most electric utility purchasers 
after evaluating the specific application situation (e.g., duty cycle, cost of capital, and expected 
life). These loss values usually range from $2 to $4/W for core (no-load) losses and from $0.50 to 

. $1.50/W for conductor (load) losses. 
Most pole- and pad-mounted transformers are currently loss-evaluated, while almost no 

dry-type transformers are evaluated. In some cases, utilities also offer rebates to customers for 
undertaking loss evaluations and then monetary assistance to “buy down” a more expensive, more 
energy-efficient transformer where it meets utility savings criteria. For example, Bonneville 
Power Administration offers a one-time incentive of up to $O.lS/kWb saved in the first year of 
operation to its utility and industrial customers (Howe 1993). Unfortunately, ‘these programs 
rarely extend to the smaller distribution transformers that are common in C&I facilities. Thus, 
most commercial, institutional, and light-duty industrial end users, for whom a transformer 
purchase decision is more peripheral to their business than it is for a utility, do not use loss 
evaluations such as TOC, which require extensive analysis and the input of many variables. 

Because of tightening in the availability of capital budgets these days, there is a growing 
trend even among utilities to use either some form of TOC (see Subsect. 3.4.3) or first-cost 
criteria for making liquid-filled transformer purchase decisions. The move away from the TOC 
purchasing criterion results in the selection of a less efficient transformer and hence reduces the 
energy conservation potential. A continuous improvement in the efficiency of liquid transformers 
(see Figs. 1.1 and 1.2) over the years could be attributed to a large extent to the use of the TOC 
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purchasing criterion by utilities. Estimates of the potential energy that could be saved if 
distribution transformers were more efficient using the TOC approach are discussed in detail in 
Sect. 4. 

3.4.3 Band of Equivalence 

Many utilities using the TOC approach also apply a BOE in the selection process. This is 
used to compensate for uncertainties in loss evalua&n fadtor assumptions, such as inflation, 
interest rates, and fuel costs, while making the final selection &&g transfdrmer offerings from 
several suppliers. Since each capitalized present-value-dollar cost of losses is equal to a dollar of 
first cost in the TOC f?rmula, BOE broadly considers all transformers within,a band of 
TOC--typically 1 to 3% of the lowest TbC’offering-as equal in TOC. The lowest p&e 
candidate is then selected as the winner,from those within the bant’?f “equivalent” TOC. The 
BoE practi.e is nomally applied in one directi,‘i~~~.:“t~~~~~~~~ ;g&n~y), ‘Gd ‘hence it 

typically results in the selection of a less effi+$ transformer than would have been purchased if ( I.,._.I, _^ _..l ,_.;,.; . ,_ _l. _. 
a rigid lowest TOC criterion were used. As results from each ,bjd cycle pro?& al&is or 
reference for the next bid by each supplier, TOC and losses get compounded over time. The 
approach of selecting the lowest TOC transformer is known in the utility and transformer 
industries as a “hard ev?lu?tion” method qf purchasing tr&form&s. There is a need to develop a 
better method (other than BOE) to incorporate uncertainty into the TOC selection process. A 
minimum efficiency criterion may be one of the ways to promote purchases of more efficient 
transformers. 

3.4.4 Oversizing 

It is not yet a common practice in the industry (particularly in the C&I sector) to examine the 
’ estimated load and duty cycle of each transformer, the resulting FR conductor loss, and the 

impaCt of this loss on the cost of operation before purchasing transformers. Transfo~e~ EF 
generally oversized in order to provide reliability under future anticipated loads, better motor 
performance, longer life, and lower load losses. A recent ORNL survey of local C&I “. .- “( -)I ;_~._L__,,.* ., .“__( 
establishments indicates their annual lpacj factors to be in the 0.4-0.7 range (median’around 0.59) ,I _. 
for commercial users and 0.5-0.8 (median around 0.64) for industnal tisers.3 Low-voltage 
transformers are comparatively underloaded at -35%. A study by Williams, Duckett, and 
LaVallette (1990) also indicates that currently 33% of transformers are underloaded (having less -.i,, :._ 
than 60% of normal thermal capacity) because of low usage and that 85% of the underloaded 
transformers occur in C&I applications. 

Annual operating costs of transformers depend on load losses and no-load losses, where load 
losses are a function of the percentage of time the transformers were operated at full load as well 
as at different loads during the year. Reducing the number of underloaded transformers would 
minimize a company’s capital investment in transformers but not necessarily reduce losses due to 
improper loading. This can be accomplished by initially sizing the trar&rmers correctly and by 
replacing grossly underloaded transformers with smaller units. 

3.4.5 Choice of Winding Material (Aluminum vs Copper) 

Some end users purchase transformers on ee,.ba.sis of type or winding material. 
Copper-wound transformers may be preferred over alun&um-woun+ ones because they are 
assumed to provide better efficiency and reliability. This may be due in part to (1) a perception 
relating to reliability problems in,alu*num house wiring as well as (2) the observation that _ L. ~, _ .s_.* ,.A ,; 
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copper conductors have less resistance than aluminum conductors of the same cross section. In 
addition, most large utility power transformers have copper windings for mechanical reasons. 
While this issue was mentioned frequently in discussions with users during the informal ORNL 
survey, no data are available on its effect on actual transformer purchases. 

As is discussed in Subsect. 2.2, the selection of conductor material for transformer windings 
is a part of all the other trade-offs that have to be balanced to achieve an acceptable transformer 
design. While it is true that copper has superior volumetric efficiency (per unit of cross section), 
aluminum, as a result of its lower density, is actually a superior conductor on a per pound basis. 
For instance, the manufacturer may take advantage of the volumetric efficiency of copper to use 
small copper conductors with more interwinding cooling area for air or oil flow. Such a copper 
transformer could have significantly poorer loss performance than a transformer of the same size 
using larger aluminum conductors sized not to require such large cooling ducts. It is thus not 
always true that a copper-wound transformer is more efficient than one with aluminum windings. 

The Copper Development Association (CDA) has an ongoing electrical energy efficiency 
program to promote the use of copper in applications such as motors, transformers, cables, 
busbars, and ballasts (Black 1994). It supports the replacement of first-cost considerations with 
the total-cost concept among specifiers of electrical equipment and cable-based on the 
justification that larger-diameter wire (more copper per foot) in many applications can save 
enough energy via reduced heating (ILR) losses to economically justify the extra initial cost. It is 
estimated that life-cycle-cost minimization will increase the existing nonutility transformer 
conductor weight by 300%, which could increase copper use by up to 30 million lb/year (Black 
1994). 
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NOTES 

1. PCBs are nonflammable liquids once used as insulating fluids in transformers installed in 
buildings. No truly nonflammable liquid replacement for PCBs has been developed, and 
following the ban on the manufacture of PC&, dry-type transformers were chosen increasingly 
for this market segment. 

2. TOC is defined as the total of transformer first price plus cost of future transformer losses 
(i.e., core and conductor) discounted to present value. 

3. Annual load factor = annual energy consumption (kWh)/[annual peak demand (kw) x 
87601. 

4. To determine the amount of load as a percentage of full load so that maximum efficiency 
can be obtained, the following equation is used: 

(NLL/LL)‘n = % RL/loo, 

I” where NLL = no-load loss (watts), LL = load loss (watts), and RL = rated load (Morgan 1992). 
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4. ENERGY CONSERV&!3ON A&~RNAT!YFS ,/, I I ,. 

ic 

4.1 OVERVIEW 
P 

Developed in this,section are estimates of the potential energy that could be saved if . . ..x -.., I~-d”.“clu..‘Lw,wn-~~~ 

using cost-effective designs. 

4.2 MINIMUM TOTAL Oi’NING COST TRANSFORMER DESIGN CRITERION 

Utilities typically evaluate new transformers through a loss formula. The loss formula 
indicates how a specific utility estimates the capitalized value of no-load and load losses for new. 
transformers over,@ service life.’ For instance if values were $3.00/w of rated no-load~loss and .,. ” “.~. . 
$1.00/W of rated load loss;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~ rated iosses,,of j ..I ,,“,,* 100 ‘W (no-ioad) and 1..,-- -i...itil W/S .es,*r x 
280 W (load), would have a. capitalized value of losses for, the, entire study period of $300 ._. _. _i 
(no-load) and $280 (load), or $580 total. If it is. assumed that the initial cost of a n~~~~~~~~ _,, . . ..I ..j, ..-.-..-l-..-.L^ULllr-.~,-~~ 
is $500, then the TOC,of the transformer over the 30-year study period would be $1080 (i.e., j “* “~“l*.“.~s.~~~. “**l-i;.rr,& .I)‘L,*ii*rp;ix +A ,, 
$580 + $500). Therefore, 

TOC=NLLxA+LLxIS,+C, 

where 
TOC = total owning cost, 
NLL = no-load loss in watts, 
A = capitalized cost per rated watt of NLL (this is termed”the,Afactor), 
LL = load loss in watts at the transformer’s rated load, .. .,..“.-.-- --a..-. .--..a_--* ,_-l^l_,-/~-~~__*ll__,. ,“i i.,. _,,l^, _( _ 
B = capitalized cost per rated watt of LL (this is terrned.the ,@ factor), “’ 
C = the initial cost of the transformer including transportation, sales taxes, s* I-..~..,_.,*m,aml ^lm.sd~.u 

and other costs to prepare it for service,. .., 

The per watt of core loss ,v&eis typically called the A factor; the per watt of coil Joss value, 
the B factor. Wh$e.both A and B factors reflect the capitalized cost of losses, they differ in their I( **., .~~,-...~a,,,~~.~,*,-~,~~~~~~ 
rates for two mainreasons. First a watt of core loss represents a continuous !oss that occurs L1” _e ..,, I_-e‘ 3 ” I., I. . . _.<i_i” ,_ “._. , 
whenever a transformer is energized, which is normally 100% of the time for most d&ibution-, ,, 
transformers. This continuous loss of energy increases the cost per rated watt of core loss, ., “. ,, j 
compared with a rated watt of&!Qss, which occurs only while power is drawn through the 
transformer. The coil loss is roughly proportional to the square of the transformer load with the - .I, .I .-_.l_._ .L1l..I*-“e”‘.,s@ , . q s---.ej_.,. *. .“,,*....s 
rated loss occurring at full load. Most transformers~soperate at less than full joad for most @the. 
time and may have extended ohration, such as at night, at near zero load. The second reason for I,^ .* ‘. _ Xnl_ -.“w”^.x*x*T’ ‘_ ..a 
the difference in. ra~e~,for iated with the losses.. 
Load losses are proportionally higher during peak periods when the per unit cost of producing 
electricity is relatively high. 

In general, there are usually much higher cumulative energy losses per unit time associated 
with a rated watt of no-load loss, and this more than balances the usually higher rate of costs 
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associated with load losses. As a rule of thumb, the capitalized value of no-load and load losses 
for utilities is often assumed to be $3 and $1/W respectively. The results of a recent survey of 90 
large utilities indicated (1) an average no-load value of $3.43 (A factor) with a standard deviation 
of $1.84 and (2) an average load value (B factor) of $1.09 (Powers 1994) with a standard 
deviation of $0.90. Of the 90 utilities, 6 were publicly owned. The survey was for <lOO-kVA, 
single-phase, liquid-immersed transformers. Some utilities have different B factors for larger 
transformers; these B factors tend to be higher because they tend to serve customers that utilize 
transformers at higher capacity factors. In an ORNL study of transformer replacement policy, a 
national average A value of $3.53 and a B value of $1.44 were used (Barnes et al. 1995). For this 
study, two pairs of values were used to capture the effect of variations in transformer loads on the 
value of load losses. The value of losses for transformers d0 kVA was assumed to be $3.50 for 
no-load and $0.75 for load losses. The value of losses for 50 kVA and larger transformers was 
assumed to be $3.50 per rated watt for no-load and $2.25 per rated watt for load losses. 
(Appendix B presents the rationale for selecting these values.) 

4.3 COST-EFFECTIVE TRANSFORMER DESIGNS 

Much of the data on losses associated with cost-effective transformer designs used in this 
study are from a survey of transformer matiufacturers, called the NEMA-ORNL survey, 
developed by ORNL and sent by NEMA to its members. Several non-NEMA manufacturers also 
submitted data. Utilities usually request that manufacturers submit bids-for theloivest TOC 
transformer that they can design. Utilities specify the transformer features and their A and B 
factors. The NJZMA-ORNL survey took this approach. It included what were believed to be the 
most common features that would be requested for each size and type of transformer. 
Transformer manufacturers were asked to submit the losses and price for the lowest TOC 
transformer they could design. The value of losses was determined by the A and B values 
presented above. Appendix C reproduces the questionnaire that was used in the survey. It requests 
that manufacturers reveal the transformer design that has the lowest TOC in terms of core losses, 
coil losses at rated load, and transformer price. 

As is indicated in Appendix C, the survey requested losses and prices for three separate 
designs. The $O/$O combination of A and B values is the design for a nonevaluated transformer. 
Most transformers that are purchased by nonutilities, including most dry-type transformers, are 
not evaluated. In the $O/$O design, only the first cost is considered, and the price of the 
transformer is taken to be the TOC (i.e., the value of losses is not included in the purchase 
decision). Not considering the value of losses results in selecting transformer designs that have 
much higher life-cycle costs. This study considers conservation policies based on incorporating 
the value of losses into the transformer design and purchase decisions. A change in existing 
purchasing practices could result in saving both life-cycle costs and energy. Therefore, the $O/$O 
design was requested in the survey to help establish a baseline efficiency. 

The transformer types surveyed included six different liquid-immersed and six dry-type 
transformers. The liquid type included single-phase, 25- and 50-kVA pole-mounted transformers 
and a 50-kVA pad-mounted transformer. The other liquid-type, pad-mounted transformers were 
three-phase transformers of 150,750, and 2000 kVA. The six dry-type transformers included 
l- and lo-kVA single-phase sizes and 45-, 1500-, 2000-, and 25d0-kVA three-phase sizes. 
Clearly, not all sizes and types of transformers are present in the survey. Appendix p discusses 
the method used to relate the limited number of sizes and types in the survey to the various types 
and sixes of transformers that are purchased. 
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The actual data for the survey results are proprietary and cannot be reported. There were 
216 transformer designs submitted for 12 different types of transformers. Each type had at least 
three designs for each of the three A ,and,B combinations. The liquid-immersed, 25-kVA pole, . ..-..._. “~ ̂ ..” ..-“_ 
50-kVA pole, and 50-kVA pad each had eight designs for each of the three A and B combinations. 

4.4 FORMULATING ESTIMATQOF ENERGY SAVINGS _ 

Six conservation cases have been developed (Table 4.1), and energy savings for these cases 
have been estimated. These cases am&fined by transformers that meet maximum rated loss 
criteria. The energy losses (i.e., energy consumed by the transformers) for each conservation case 
were subtracted from energy losses for the base case to provide an estimate of savings. The base 
case defines energy use for existing transformer purchasing practices. The base case parameters 
are presented in Table 4.2. 

4.4.1 Base Case 

The limited number of transformers in the survey were selected to represent the range of 
typical types and sizes of transformers recently sold. Losses for the base case were estimated by 
the weighted average of losses for the evaluated and the nonevaluated designs from survey 
information. The percent of evaluated transformers was developed from information provided by 
transformer manufacturers. Appendix D provides the details on how, this was done. 

The base case nonevaluated transformers were assumed to have the average losses that were _I . Y ‘. i..‘cr.~-->“+& ..__ j . . I .a./,* ,<,.*q, 
reported for the three lowest priced transformers for the $O/$O evaluation in the NEMA-ORNL 
survey. It was assumed that the base case evaluated transformers~.have the same 1,osses as 
transformers that have-,beenrecently purchased by utilities. These losses were .c&ulated~frot~~ the 
average no-load and load loss ra$ngs reported in the EEI-ORNL survey. Appendix D details the 
approach used for making base case loss assumptions. 

4.4.2Conservation Cases _ ,- 

The conservation cases have been defined from the information reported in the .-I “-- .-..~-.~.‘irnrrrr.uinKblr~;rrx~-,~~,kUL*(~,li-*‘~~~~.~~ 
NEMA-ORNL survey or additional information collected from transformer manufacturers. z&,., .I. ̂  . . . . ._ II(.~~~^-c.%“.u.~ .~~wm..w~rurr~*~~*~~ ~ I, , 
NElvlA-ORNL survey requested lowest TOC transfo-mer designs for three pairs of A and B 
values. One pair of A and B values,was $O/$O, indicating nonevaluated transformer.designs. With 

‘Table 4.1. Description of alternative cases 
.._.L . . . ..~ . . . . . __ ,_-_,. / . . ,*a . _ dTjl lir,*Y,-r-,*i,.~~*P,~‘ .Irc.,x**.,.,rlf* > ..S.# I , ,> r . . ...\ I, .a. Z”.l ‘.:L:.: f a,> 

Case” Basis of losses. 
.,. ., 

Base Current purchasing practice 
Low Tot Losses from lowest TOC design 
Median TOC Losses from median TOC deign 
Average losses Average losses of the three lowest TCC designs 
High-efficiency High-efficiency designs 
2-year payback Efficiency improvement that corresponds to approximately a 2-year payback of 

the increased capital investment 

“All conservation cases are derivea from &qfo!mer $&ns submitted to &k kdge National &boiato& by the 
National Electric Man~~faqtqrs Association or directly by manufacturers except the Z-year payback case that was .“,X”..” .,... _,---“,4 “-..,.w-e 
provided by a transformer m@qfacturer. m-total o@ng cost. 8 
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Size 
&VA) 

Table 4.2. Base case transformer loss assumptions 

Rated NLL” Rated LL” Percent 
Tvne Cw) cm evaluatedb 

Effective 
canacitv factor’ 

25 
50 
50 

150 
750 

2000 

1 
10 
45 

1500 
2000 
2500 

Pole 
Pole 
Pad 
Pad 
Pad 
Pad 

Small 
Small 
Lighting 
Epoxy cast 
Load center 
Epoxy cast 

Liquid 

62 333 85 0.2 
106 549 85 0.5 
104 569 .85 0.5 
320 1,702 85 0.5 

1,061 6,267 85 0.5 
2,543 15,108 60 0.5 

DV 

24 83 1 0.2 
131 176 1 0.2 
375 1,792 . 1 0.2 

5,273 13,290 5 0.5 
6,383 22,362 15 0.5 
7,554 18,517 15 0.5 

aNLL = no-load losses; LL = load losses. 
‘Assumed from discussions with industry sources. 
‘See Subsect. 2.3 for a definition of effective capacity factor. 

. 

the exception of the “2-year payback case,” the conservation cases were defined from the survey 
responses for A/B values of $3.50/$2.25 and $3.50/$0.75. These two pair of A/B values were 
selected to represent national averages in valuing~transformer losses (see Appendix B). This low 
TOC criterion ensures that the designs are cost-effective for the average end user. 

The bases for the five conservation cases are listed in Table 4.1. These conservation cases 
define maximum load and no-load losses for all new transformers. To estimate total annual 
losses, the average transformer losses consistent with the maximum load and no-load loss values 
were multiplied by projected transformer sales. To estimate total savings, the energy losses 
associated with the conservation cases were subtracted from those for the base case. 

The 2-year payback case was based on efficiency improvement that could be justified by 
recovering the additional capital cost of a more efficient transformer over approximately a 2-year 
time frame. This case was provided to ORNL by one transformer manufacturer; it should be 
recognized that similar cases developed by other manufacturers could result in different design 
efficiencies owing to differences in factors such as the base case assumptions and price. The 
rationale for this case is that it would appealto end users that have a very short time horizon in 
which to recover any additional capital investment. This 2-year payback case does not recover all 
the energy savings that are economical. Rather, it skims off only the most profitable part of 
energy savings. For instance, this case would result in almost no savings for transformers that are 
purchased by utilities because most of the least efficient utility-purchased transformers have 
efficiencies that already meet this Zyear payback case. Table 4.3 compares the minimum 
efficiencies required by the 2-year payback case with the efficiencies reported in a survey of 
transformers that have been recently purchased by utilities. As Table 4.3 shows, these minimum 
efficiencies would affect very few utility purchasing practices. Also, they would have a minimal 
effect for those transformer purchases not meeting the minimum efficiency requirements for 
liquid-type transformers. 

. 
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Table 4.3. Minimum effkiency for liquid-type transformers based on 2-year payback 
compared with effkiencies of recently purchased transfwmers. 

_L .l-i*..i ,_.., ‘,, ,,_i._i_ / 4‘Y, . I Ix/.Ic .:_ (‘ j .,*.. ^.,. * __..*-,” ._ . . . . rr*rrril,, ‘.“,~“~~~ ,, _ 
Average for 
observations 

with efficiencies 
2-year below 2-year Observations Percent not 

Transformer size payback payback Observations not meeting meeting 
(kVA), type, and efficiency” proposal” in 2-year 2-year 
number of phases (%I (%I survey payback payback 

+.,,./_. x , - vx_, A l-..biXq,silf cs,e~.-t”*“..)-r.“m~ ,I i,. lii,.s.*,l ‘ , 
10, pole, single-phase 98.k ” 

g8.33. *i . <“.1 I--M2ili.:*. 
4 11 

15, pole, single-phase 98.50 98.43 33 3 9 
25, pole, single-phase 98.70 98.67 54 3 6 

37.5, pole, single-phase 98.80 NA 17 0 0 

50, pole, single-phase 98.90 NA 52 0 0 

50, pad, single-phase 98.90 98.66 51 2 4 

75, pad, single-phase 99.00 98.83 36 2 6 
167, pad, single-phase 99.20 99.15 39 6 15 

225, pad, three-phase 99.00 98.84 28 1 4 

500, pad, three-phase 99.20 99.07 50 7 14 
1000, pad, three-phase 99.30 99.27 45 3 7 

: ./__._, ,) _ i 
“All at 50% effective ,capacity factor. 

The “low TOC case” is based on the-design from the NEMA-ORNL survey with the lowest 
TOC for each type of transformer. The “median TOC case” is based on ‘the, design that represents 
the median TOC from submitted ,designs. Because the amorphous-core transformers had 
significantly different losses, they were excluded from selection for these two cases. The 
“average losses case” is based on averaging the losses for the designs with the three lowest TOCs, 
and if high-efficiency designs qualified as one of the three lowest ,TOCs, they were included in 
these averages. A final conservation case was defmed as the “high-efficiency case.” This case 
included the lowest TOC amorphous-core transformer for each transformer in the survey for 
which at least one high-efficiency design was submitted. No amorphous designs were submitted 
for the six dry-type transformers and for the 2OO@kJrA liquid-type transformer. For transformer 
categories where no amorphous-core designs were submitted, the most efficient of the 
nonamorphous designs was selected. 

The present distribution transformer industry utilizes,a number of competing technologies. 
Market forces play an important role in the determination of the tec,hnologies that are appropriate 
to achieve specific design goals. It is not the intent of this study to restrict transformer designs to 
a particular technology. The rationale for excluding the amorphous-core transformers in the low 
and median TOC options was to develop moderate high-efficiency cases that do not depend on a 
particular technology. For the A and B factors used to develop the low and median TOC cases, 
the amorphous-core designs submitted to ORNL tend@ to be TQC competitive. Therefore, if a 
national energy conservation policy was based on either the low or median TOC option, 
amorphous-core technology would not be excluded in the low TOC purchase decision process. 

The average losses case may be more representative than the other cases for estimatmg 
energy savings for transformers purchased under a cost-effective criterion such as lov~est .TQ%C. 
This case represents in some measure the random nature.,of cost-effective transformer designs. In .‘,“i, 6 ,e.,.* ./ ._.. ? _i., l.<./.s*.<, .,” .)a, _,:.*,,* 
general, there can be significant divergence in losses and capital costs for equally cost-effective 
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transformers. Because it incorporates several designs, the average losses case may be a better 
representation of the diversity in cost-effective designs than the other cases. It may be more 
representative of the real world than the cases that are based on selecting a single design. It 
should be reiterated that the transformer losses used to represent the average losses case do not 
represent the losses of a specific transformer design. Rather, they represent an average of the 
losses of the three lowest TOC transformers submitted for each category in the survey. 

To understand the survey results in the context of cost-effectiveness, all the conservation 
cases based on the survey designs should be considered. The maximum loss values used to 
calculate energy consumption reflect specific designs for the low TOC case, the median TOC 
case, the 2-year payback case, and the high-efficiency case. In some instances the TOCs for the 
same type and size of transformer were not significantly different between cases. Therefore, 
energy loss differences among these cases define a range of conservation that is cost-effective. 
These cases present energy trade-offs that are similar to those that utilities face when they use the 
lowest TOC criterion to purchase transformers. 

4.43 Calculating Savings 

The approach used to estimate the potential annual energy savings in the first year of a 
conservation policy is described in this subsection. The focus is on calculating the energy 
consumed by transformers that would be sold in the first year of an energy conservation policy 
and comparing this with the energy consumed by the transformers that would be sold if an energy 
policy were not in effect (i.e., the base case). The energy savings is the difference in the energy 
consumed in these two cases. The average losses conservation case is considered here to 
demonstrate this approach. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present analogous assumptions and calculations for 
the savings attributed to dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers respectively. Other cases 
were calculated in a sir&u manner, but theirdetails are not presented because proprietary data 
would be revealed. 

Column 1 in both Tables 4.4 and 4.5 indicates the type and size of transformers for which 
information was collected by the NEMA-ORNL survey. Although many more sizes and types of 
liquid- and dry-type transformers are sold annually, the data collected in the survey were limited 
to these twelve transformer sizes and types to reduce the burden on the transformer manufacturers 
participating in the survey. 

The percentages used in col. 2 were arrived at by reviewing actual and estimated data from 
various information sources including a proprietary NEMA survey, individual manufacturers, and 
the EEI-ORNL survey of investor-owned utilities. One problem in making these distributions is 
that sales data for many of the specific transform& sizes is not available. For example, the 
proprietary sales data from the NEMA survey does not have sales separated out for many of the 
specific transformer sizes but rather reports sales data for ranges of transformer sizes. Therefore, 
the transformer sizes, and percentages, in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 actually represent ranges of 
transformers (see Appendix D). The projected annual transformer sales (in megavolt-amperes) 
presented in col. 3 were calculated by multiplying the percentages in col. 2 by the total projected 
sales of transformer capacity in 2000 (i.e., 33,682 MVA dry-type zind 70,087 MVA 
liquid$nmersed). This convention was used solely to facilitate calculation of energy losses and 
should not be interpreted as a projection of the sales for specific types and sizes of transformers. 
(Note: In Appendix D a subset of transformers was used in an exercise to compare the approach 
described here with using detailed sales and loss data; this approach resulted in a clqse 
approximation of the calculations using detailed data.) 

In Table 4.4 the energy savings for dry-type transformers were adjusted to correct for 
temperature effects. The transformer load losses (col. 5) are transformer design losses at full load. 
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Table 4.4. Calculation of the first-year savings for dry-type transformers in 2000 for the average losses conservation case 

Annual Adjustment 
sales factor for Calculated 

Survey allocated Projected Rated full load Rated load Effective average Average Estimate of 
transformers to survey sales in no-load Rated temperature Iosses adj. for capacity energy Estimate of 

by size” transformersb 2000 lossesC load lossesC rise temp. riseGd 
energy loss energy loss 

factor per unit per kVA consumed energy savings 
WA) (%o) (WA) (WI 0 (fraction) (W) (fraction) W-1 (kWh) (billion kWh) (billion kWh) 

1 
10 
45 
1500 
2000 
2500 

1 
10 
45 
1500 
2m 

2500 
Total savings 

2.1 707 23.9 
2.1 707 133.2 

49.5 16.668 374.8 
4.4 1,469 5,272.7 

37.6 12,661 6,382.6 
4.4 1.469 7,553.g 

2.1 707 14.3 
2.1 707 51.0 

49.5 16,668 191.7 
4.4 1,469 3.551.7 

37.6 12,661 3,375.0 

4.4 1,469 5.591.7 

Base case dry-type transformer 

83.3 0.649 54.1 0.2 
175.9 0.649 114.2 0.2 

1.791.9 0.649 1,163.O 0.2 
13.290.4 0.835 11.097.5 0.5 

22.362.5 0.835 18,672.7 095 
18,517.O 0.835 15.461.7 0.5 

Average losses conservation case dry-type 

45.7 0.649 29.7 0.2 
136.3 .0.649 88.5 0.2 

1,323.7 0.649 859.1 0.2 
8,675.0 0.835 7.243.6 0.5 

12.050.0 0.835 10.061.8 0.5 
12,750.O 0.835 10.646.3 0.5 

228.3 228.3 
1.206.6 120.7 
3.690.9 82.0 

70.492.8 47.0 

96.804.6 48.4 
100,031.9 40.0 

136.0 136.0 0.0962 
477.8 47.8 0.0338 

1.980.0 44.0 0.7334 
46,976.4 31.3 0.0460 
5L600.2 25.8 0.3267 

72.298.0 28.9 0.0425 

0.1615 
0.0853 
1.3671 
0.0690 
'0.6128 
0.0588 

e 

0.0653 
0.0516 
0.6337 
0.0230 
0.2862 

0.0163 

1.076 I 

%urvey data am from the National Electric Manufacturers Association-Oak Ridge National Laboratory survey of transformer manufacturers. 
r’Tmnsfomrer allocations are separate for liquid- and dry-type. The total projected sales of dry-type transformers in 2000 is 33,682 MVA. 
cResults from transfomux surveys. 
‘All dry-type. transformer load losses are reduced by 0.649 for transformers below 50 kVA and 0.835 for transformers above 50 WA to adjust for temperature rise at less than full capacity. 
‘Savings are calculated relative to the base case.. 



Table 4.5. Calculation of the first-year savings for liquid-type transformers in 2000 for the average losses conservation case 

Transformer AMU~ NLL at full LL at full 
size Total sales sales” loadb load’ 

&VA) (W (MVA) (WI (WI 

25 23.5 16,469 61.8 333.3 0.806 268.6 0.2 635.6 

50 17.0 11,926 105.8 549.4 0.859 471.9 0.5 1.959.9 

50 17.5 12,252 103.7 569.4 0.859 489.1 0.5 1,979.5 

150 6.1 4,309 320.1 1.701.8 0.859 1,461.9 0.5 6.006.0 

750 16.8 11,749 lJKiO.9 6,266.7 0.859 5,383.1 0.5 21.082.2 

2000 19.1 13,381 2,543.1 15,108.5 0.859 12978.2 0.5 50,699.9 

Adj. factor LL adjusted 
for full load for temp. 
temp. rise rise” 
(fraction) (W) 

Effective 
load 

energy 
losses 
(kwh) 

Unadjusted Adj. factor Adjusted 
Annual loss Annual loss savings for existing savings 

per kVA (billion (billion efficiencyd (billion 
W’h) kWh) kW (fraction) kWh) 

25.4 0.4187 e 
39.2 0.4675 
39.6 0.485 1 
40.0 0.1725 
28.1 0.3303 
25.3 0.3392 

25 23.5 16,469 40.3 312.0 0.806 251.5 0.2 441.1 17.6 0.2906 0.1281 1.09 0.1396 

50 17.0 11,926 128.7 327.0 0.859 280.9 0.5 1,742.6 34.9 0.4156 0.0518 1.16 0.0601 

50 17.5 12,252 113.7 331.7 0.859 284.9 0.5 1,620.O 32.4 0.3970 0.0881 1.16 0.1022 

150 6.1 4,309 293.0 1.006.3 0.859 864.4 0.5 4,459.7 29.7 0.1281 0.0444 1.16 0.05 15 

750 16.8 11,749 1,082.O 4,810.O 0.859 4,131.g 0.5 18.526.9 24.7 0.2902 0.0400 1.16 0.0464 

2000 19.1 13,381 2,577.0 11.108.3 0.859 9,542.0 0.5 43.471.6 21.7 0.2909 0.0484 1.16 0.0561 
Total savings 0.4560 

%ansformer allocations are separate for liquid- and dry-type. The total projected sales of liquid-type transformers in 2000 is 70,087 MVA. 
bNLL = no-load loss; LL = load loss. Results from transformer surveys. 
iAl liquid-type. transformer load IOSS~S am reduced by 0.806 for tmmformets below 50 kVA and 0.859 for transformers 50 kVA and above to adjust for temperature rise at less tbau full capacity. 
Savings for liquid-type trausfonuers were adjusted by 1.09 for transformers below 50 kVA and 1.16 for transformers 50 WA and above to account for existing trausformers that have lower tosses 

than this conservation case. (See Appendix D for au explanation of how this adjustment was assuux~I.) 
‘Savings are calculated nlative to the base case. 

n 
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Assuming effective capacity factors (col. 8) that reflect less than full load operation, load losses 
are adjusted downward (col. 7) by factors (col. 6) that account for reduced operating 
temperatures. The energy loss per unit in col. 9 was calculated as the no-load loss times.<_ _,,_ ,, 
8760 (hours per years) divided by 1000 (watts per kilowatt) added to the load losses adjusted for 
temperature rise (col. 7) times the effective capacity factor squared times 8760 (hours per year) 
divided by 1000 (watts per kilowatt). The energy loss per kilovolt-ampere in col. 10 is the per 
unit losses in col. 9 divided by the kilovolt-ampere per unit in col. 1. The energy consumption 
allocated to each size and type of transformer (col. 11) is the energy losses per kilovolt-ampere 
(~01.10) times the projected megavolt-amperage in col. 3 times 1000 (kilovolt-amperes per 
megavolt ampere). The energy consumption allocated by survey transformer size for the average 
losses conservation case (col. 11) was subtracted from the corresponding consumption for the 
base case to arrive at the energy savings in col. 12. The total energy savings for dry-type 
transformers was estimated to be 1.076 billion kWh (0.01076 quad of primary energy) in 2000, 
assuming that 10,000 Btu of primary fuel is used to produce 1 kWh of electricity. 

The same calculations were performed for liquid-type transformers in Table 4.5 with one 
additional adjustment. The energy consumed for each category of transformer in the average 
losses conservation case in col. 11 is subtracted from the corresponding energy consumed in the ^_l., 
base case to arrive at the unadjusted energy savings (col. 12).‘The unadjusted energy‘savings 
were multiplied by an adjustment factor (col. 13) to account for transformers that already have 
lower losses than the maximum loss criteria that defines this conservation case (see Appendix D 
for an explanation~of,ho~~~,@adjustment factor was d&e@. This adjustment was not necessary 
for dry-type transformers because they generally have losses higher than those assumed m the 
conservation cases. The total adjusted energy savings for liquid-immersed transformers is 
0.456 billion kWh in 2000 (OX?0456 quad of primary energy), assuming it requires 10,000 Btu of 
primary fuel to produce 1 kWh of electricity. Adding the savings for both liquid- and dry-type 
transformers gives a total savings of 1.5321 billion kWh (0.01532 quad). These savings are for 
1 year for transformers purchased in the first year of a conservation policy. Savings would rapidly 
accumulate as these transformers wereutilized in subsequent years and as additional transformers ~ I .” .,( ̂ 
with the improved efficiencies associated with the conservation policy began to contribute to the 
savings in subsequent years. 

4.5 ESTIMATED SAVINGS 

. 

Table 4.6 and Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 present estimates of the rate of potential energy savings per 
kilovolt-ampere of annual purchases and the contribution to the total rate.of savings for each of 
the types of transformers surveyed. Savings rates per kilovolt-ampere differ significantly from 
one type of transformer to another and from one conservation case to another. ,The variation I.,.“.*...’ __.( .: 
across types of transformers may be attributed to several factors. For ‘instance,’ focusing on the 
average losses case, dry-type transformers generally have higher potential savings per 
kilovolt-ampere than liquid-type transformers. This reflects the fact that a significantly higher 
proportion of liquid-type transformers are evaluated and therefore have higher efficiencies. “,. “‘~..‘“Amr~ “d.‘6cLI...Ba,..II~*. _, c ,, 
Therefore, liquid-type transformers have less potential for improvement in meeting the average 
losses case efficiencies. Also, the smaller dry-type transformers have much higher potential 
savings than larger units. This may indicate that purchasers and/or manufacturers are less 
sensitive to efficiency when transformers are used for small applications. 

4 For some’conservation cases the 25 and 150-kVA liquid-type transformer designs had lower - . . I,* -slll_ b*i--w.a*~r-nl-d”~~* a.> ,YE.*.;I”*,L Ls .,_“+)* 
conservation case efficiencies than for the base case. This -~~~~~i~~~“‘~~~f~rx~is particular 
size and type of transformer, the survey was not representative. One explanation is that, by 
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Table 4.6. Rate of annual energy savings for the surveyed transformers 
(kWh/kVA) 

Transformer type 
and size Lowest Median 
WA) TOC TOC 

Liquid 

25 4 0 

50, pole 4 5 
50, pad 9 5 

150 4 0 
750 -I 7 2 

2ooo 5’ “6 

Dry 
1 113 106 

10 69 86 
45 52 26 

1500 16 15 
2ooo 27 17 
2500 12 9 

TOC! = total owning cost; NA = not estimated. 

Average 2-year 
losses High-efficiency payback 

8 15 1 
5 20 1 
8 21 2 
12 20 2 
4 13 2 
4 5 3 

92 113 NA 
73 86 NA 
38 52 33 
16 17 13 
23 27 17 
11 12 10 

TRANSFORMER TYPE AND SIZE (kVA) 

- LOWEST TOC + MEDIAN TOC - AVERAGE LOSSES 
- HIGH EFFICIENCY -E- P-YEAR PAYBACK 

Fig. 4.1. Estimated normalized anma savings for liquid-type transformers by size and type for alternative 
conservation cases. TOC = total owning cost. 
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OR?GDWG 95.10165 

0’ 1 I I I I 
1 10 TRANSi%RMER :I:E 2ooo 2500 

(kVA) 

-B- LOWEST TOC + MEDIAN TOC + AVERAGE LOSSES 
-8 HIGH EFFICIENCY 8 P-YEAR PAYBACK ._ ,... 

Fig. 4.2. Estimated normali~ VP@ sa$ngs for dry-type transformers by size and type for alternative 
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coincidence, the designs that were submitted W~JJ @tingly low-price, low-efficiency 
transformers. For the conservation cases where efficiencies were blow .the base case, no savings have been attributed to *e portion of”~-;~ sale,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~er. 

The variation in sayings from case to case for the same type and size of transform?! refle$s 
the fact that the designs submitted in.t.he”.gwey varied significantly in terms of their losses. The ,._U” _j .” 
lowest TOC transfoqnqs did not always correspond to the lowest loss trs)nsfqrmers becauSe, the .” >.,.- “L .I. _&“a *.__ * .*Y/X,, ii-w.~.*j~.“.~l-.“,c4-. ” 
price of a transfqrmerpften exceeds 50% of the TOC; therefore, a lower transformer price can x IN ,.~. -,.,,--..- .^.-,i.-i la”*” _.“, .,,. jl ,_,w I,, . ,~‘._l_ ‘,~, ._ _ ,,,, , .” “, 
compensate for higher losses. One interpretation of these variations m lossesis thit they stem .-- “‘^.“e..._/ 
from differences in manufacturing processes, which may result in significantly different losses &r 
transformers that we competitive in terms of their TOCs..mis is particularly true for transformers 
that use energy-efficient but expensive core material. For @@qe, the amorphous-core 
transformers have significantly higher prices but can be competitive on the basis of TOC because 
they have significantly lower losses. A practical consideration is that, if possible, a conservation 
policy should have the flexibility to reflect levels of losses and coml@ations of no-load and load I. .-*.l_i . ..I”_ _ .._. ‘.” ,/.“” IL.,!Xi < 
losses for which,mqst rn+&m$s can achieve their most competitive TOC transfqmqs, 

An estimated fraction of the.~~~.~~gavoi &&ial sales,was assigned to each &e 
and type of transformer in the NE&IA-OR& qqvey so that the total fracti,~n_qf,sale_,represented 
was 1.0 (see Appendix D). This results in a given type and size of transformer from the_$*yey ._ a- I,. .>-,; 
representing a range of similar sizes of actual tr~~former.sal~>Z &IU~, a more disaggregated .,,. _,, 
approach in which one survey size and type would represent the sales of the, same size and type .“_, . . ,. ,‘,re<+.s 
should have been used. E&wqer, this would have imposed a much heavier bqde~~ on thesurvey ;.._ s,,i “,-**,“*,:_ 
respondents and would have qulted in limited responses from manufac&uer~.,,Alsp, annual sales /1*+. A,.~ .“._,,_ ..^.. .“.ii”k .‘,,>,.XC 
data is aggregated into wide ranges, and this limits the possibility of disaggregated analysis. 

Figure 4.3 gives a comparison of the relative contribution to savings by type and size of all 
transformers in the NEMA-ORNL survey, weighted by sales. The transformers under 19 kVA - ” -. .,__ .-“,,.I)ICL..I?~,X~~ 
represent -7% of the total savings. Therefore, if only transformers of 10 kV.A ,a”d higher are 
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DRY TYPE r-l 75.9% OF 
SAVINGS 

Fig. 4.3. Relative contribution to energy savings by type and size (in kilovolt-amperes) of transformer for 
the lowest total-owning-cost conservation case. Note: Numbers in parentheses are the percent of total savings. 

considered, this would include 793% of the total annual saiings and cumulative savings that have 
been estimated in this study (see below). 

The savings per kilovolt-ampere (Table 4.6) and the projections of estimated 
megavolt-amperage of transformer sales (Fig. 4.4) have been used to estimate the rate of savings 
in the first year of the policy and the cumulative savings over 30 years (Table 4.7). Figure 4.5 
shows the growth in cumulative savings from Zoo0 to 2030. Utility transformer capacity is 
expected to grow at an annual rate of 1.0%. Nonutility transfrjrmer capacity is expected to grow 
2.5% annually (see Table 3.1). It was assumed that 89% of liquid-type transformer capacity was 
owned by utilities. All dry-type transformers were assumed to be owned by nonutilities. The 
savings would tend to accumulate over the life of the transformers. Annual savings would tend to 
increase as the savings attributed to successive transformers that were purchased under the 
conservation policy accumulated. Thirty years was used to calculate the cumulative savings 
although savings would continue to increase as long as the conservation policy was effective in 
improving new transformer efficiency beyond what it would be without a national policy. 

Several commenters on the draft of this report indicated that assumptions used to estimate the 
annual rate of energy savings and the cumulative energy savings were not appropriate. In 
particular they indicated that the assumed growth rate of dry-type transformers was too high and 
that the evaluation of load losses was too high. These assumptions have not been changed for the 
cases that have been presented in this study; however, because there is uncertainty in these 
assumptions, a sensitivity analysis ‘was done to determine the effect of alternative assumptions. 

Some transformer manufacturers believe that the sale of commercial and industrial 
transformers will grow at a much lower rate than the 2.5% compound annual rate that has been 
projected in this study. To determine the sensitivity of cumulative savings to a lower growth rate, 
it was assumed that these sales grew at an annual rate of only l%, the same rate as that assumed 
for sales of utility transformers. This resulted in a reduction of cumulative savings for 30 years of 
from 18 to 30% depending on the case. Figure 4.6 portrays this for the average losses case and the 
2-year payback case. If the annual growth rate is zero, the cumulative savings is reduced further 
by about 14%. For this case, the savings for all of the conservation options considered in this 
report range from 3.6 to 7.1 quads. 
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Fig. 4.4. Projected sales of distribution transformers. 

Table 4.7. Estimated savings for alternative cases 

Conservation cases An&d savings rate in 2000 ‘. dumulati;e savings 2000-2030 
(by transformer type) ww (quads) . 
Lowest TOC” 

. Liquid 
DV 

Total 

Median TOC 
Liquid 

Dry 
Total 

0.0040 2.1 
0.0138 8.3 
0.0178 10.4 

0.002 1 1.1 
0.0083 _5.0 
0.0104 6.1 

Average losses 
Liquid 

Dl-Y 
Total 

High-efficiency 
Liquid 

Dry 
Total 

2-year payback 
Liquid 

Dl-Y 

0.0046 2.4 
0.0108 6.5 
0.0154 8.9 

0.0104 
0.0139 
0.0243 

0.0006 
0.0080 

5.4 
8.3 
13.7 

0.4 
4.8 

Total 0.0086 5.2 
\_ ,_ 

* 
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Fig. 4.5. Cumulative quads (lOI5 Btu) of primary energy savings from 2WJ to 2030 for alternative 
conservation cases. TOC = total owning cost. 
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Fig. 4.6. Sensitivity of cumulative energy savin& for reducing t&i iuinual growth rate of dryitype sales to 
1.0% for the average @ses case and the Zyear payback case. 
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Several comments indicated that the $2.25/Wevaluation of load losses for transformers 
50 kVA and over was too high. Also one comment held that an effective capacity factor of 0.5 
(assumed for transformers 50 kVA and up) was too high. To test the sensitivity of conservation 
cases to these variables, all designs were selected based on evaluations from the survey at 
$0.75/W of load loss. Under this assumption, transformer designs had significantly higher load -ex -.e-*l*fr*,~~..~,~ 
losses but somewhat lower no-load losses. At the same time, load losses for all transformers were 
calculated for a 0.2 effective capacity factor, which is more consistent with a $0.75 B factor. This 
resulted in the designs selected to represent the conservation cases having significantly higher 
rated load losses but somevvhat lower no-load losses. The calculatioZn of~!oad;l~=~s_e,s,~~r~~~ot~ the ;, .e ~“-“i.,-“ll~,~“~-~~ - 
conservation cases and the base case- was significantly“~~~~se.of calculating load losses 
at 0.2 effective capacity factor for all ~~~~~~.~ersizes_,pgure 4.7 compares the energy savings 
with sensitivity cases for the lowest.,TC.C-.case, average losses case, and high-efficiency case. As . . 
a result of the changes in assumptions, there was a 25% reduction in savings for the lowest TOC . . . “_ ;._-“d* ._. 
case, a 15% reduction for the average losses case, and a 16% reduction-for the high-efficiency 
case. 

The combination. of lower growth for comme_rc.iaJ a&@ustrial transformers, a lower ,^ M”.aza.w*:.~** x --ST+, 
evaluation of load losses, and calculating losses using an effective capacity factor of 0.2 for all 
sizes would reduce the cumulative sayings for the low TOC case by -42%. 

ORNL-DWG 95-10292 
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Fig. 4.7. Sensitivity of savings to the $0.75/W load loss evaluation an@ tE,ef@$iy~ capacity factor. 

4.6 ENERGY SAVINGS ANTI ECONOMIC ATTRACTIVENESS .I. 

. Table 4.7 indicates that energy savings vary significantly among the alternative conservation 
cases. To some extent-Bis reflects variations in transformer designs. However, the lower savings I--i-un.“~~a.-r \.-* .-,. .Amb,SL ,1,“1 I ._., , “‘:” ” __“i_ ~ . “r, 
attributed to the 2-year payback case result from a high rate of rett&‘on?nvestment criterion that 
leads to reduced. end user investment and, therefore, reduced energy savings. ,. ,. s. ..” Ij.W “~...~..assv.~~-aL~.~ 

A perspective on the significance of energy savings is-presented in Fig. 4.8, which indicates 
the equivalent amount of baseload electric capacity that would have to be constructed annually to 
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Fig. 4.8. Megawatts of generating capacity needed to produce the equivalent annual energy saved for the 
first year of the alternative consfsation poiich. (Note: This same amount of capacity, increasing at an annual 
compound rate of 1.6%, would have to be added every year to continue to provide the energy equivalent to the energy 
saved.) TOC = total owning cost. 

supply the energy savings for the alternative conservation cases. The annual energy savings 
would reduce the increase in annual electric energy requirements projected by the North 
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC 1994) by from 1.5% to 4% depending on the case. 
For the low TOC case, the annual energy savings would be equivalent to constructing a large 
coal-fired power plant about every 2 years. 
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J. W. Van Dyke, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Oak Ridge Natl. Lab. 

NOTE 

1. The TOC is a capitalized value making the fist cost of the transformer comparable to the 
lifetime energy costs. The life-cycle costs reflect the discounted lifetime costs of the transformer, 
where capital costs reflect interest and depreciation plus other costs associated with the 
transformer’s initial cost. The capitalized values can be converted to the equivalent discounted 
present values of the life-cycle costs by multiplying by the ratio of the fixed charge rate over the 
capital recovery factor. 
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Energy-efficient transfo,~ers~~ill, typically have a higher initial cost because either. more* or 
higher-performance,.material is necessary for manufacturing them (discussed in .de@ previously). _ b . ..-. .,- Iw~z..l__h 
Manufacturers will be impacted because of (1) the higher variable mat,erial ,costs of core and . .-.*a. ^--w&s_“,.. “.“I . 2,. ,. 
conductor, (2) new product designs requiring additional investments for retooling and new capital 
equipment, (3) changes in labor content. or assembly practices requiring retraining, and (4) the 
effects on revenue caused by higher product selling prices. Raw materials suppliers will also be 
affected. In general, impacts will be considerably more for the make-toTstock/she,lfT high-volume, 
price-competitive transformer manufacturers than the make-to-order manufacturers of larger .-, “-.>A -4.-..--_14-1. * I-,-~rl,X*“Ur.“rri;r “-,:,“,.~~,,.~-.-Ux~~,,-s-,P~.~-~”~-,~~~~.,~,,~~~~~~~~ -,*a .A”~,,i.. /,“., * ._ 
transformers. 

In addition to foreign electrical steel imports into the.JJnited @ates, there are only two 
domestic manufacturers of cold-rolled, grain-oriented silicon steel used as-the core material in ‘ ..l.-*(>T I,.. _,e _ ^ *_” . ..m. . ..+.s ,I”.e<_,Y .,,, ^“,4‘_ _x 
distribution transformers:, Armco Inc and Allegheny Ludlum Corporation, each of which has an 1. ..+ , ,. .-* ,4, / ,/,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
almost equal share of the. ma&& .‘Ihel&maiigrades of silicon steels used (m the. &e&&g 
order of losses) are M2, M3, M4, M5, and M6. Differences among these steels are mainly due to 
final gauge (in the increasing order of thickness in the range of 7 to 14 mils respectively), 
although some differences .&composition and processing may exist. Grades M5 and Iv!6 are _ 1 
widely used by European transformer manufacturers, while the-remaining three grades (i.e., M2, 
M3, and M4) are typically used in low-loss evaluated.~ansformers by domestic transformer.~, ..,. ,I .-.‘-%Im..“LLL ul^, 
manufacturers., ‘Ihe M6 grade, particularly low-cost imported steel from the former Eastern Bloc ,r.--. ks-__%/__,-“‘--,_ ,^.. s14y,aI.i”l- 
countries, is used by domestic transformer manufacturers 
factor transformers. Theuse of such imported low-price M6 steel has been significantly -. ..^ . ..s_? .“_ ..,/^ _” 
increasing over the last year and a half. 

Improving the efficiency of distribution.“~sf~~~~~,~~~~ shift the demand for the steel 1 “ah%“. *w-u e”bj_ h Y;~“~~.~*‘.h”“-‘A‘ ‘I-s,h*Y9d “rAs,s*A* a,,*,ll,* xlI c, 
.quality (i.e., from M6 to.&Qar?S1_&l3 grades), reducing the dependency on the imported M6 grade. 
Currently, the annual production level of grain-oriented silicon steel is estimated to be ‘I*- ;“‘l..j*v -ss”.d”s wb-*.~ w**. “_/l_*, 
-900 million lb, at -80% of full production capability (assuming that the capacity utilization rate (_, ~ _II_ _,,, 3_1 
of electrical steel is similar to that of the cold-finishing steel industry) (DGC 1994a). The r.. “. .*.. -,.a. i-.,*rr*.Az%x ~“:~~-u~~,l~.r;r~..~,~~~>~ ( 
increased amount of core material demanded by the improved ‘efficiency bf distribution _ - ,.,,, I ., i ****A.Yrw.a.N. id*.w..%w~~~~ 
transformers. may be significant. For example, it is estimated that improving the efficiency of 
dry-type transformers from 96_toP7~~,,will! require an additional 15-25%.of core ,materials 
(McConnell 1995). However, for a 1% increase in the energy efficiency improvements of all 
types of distribution transformers (which is less likely in the case of liquid-filled transformers 
whose megavolt-amperes account for -2/3 of the total megavolt-amperes), the current industry 
capacity utilization rate would increase to 100% maximum. Additional significant grain-oriented I.. . I_ ,” 3.._“,/ XI .-a, ,..- i.r,<“ai,a”.p+& ~ 
silicon steel production capacity is thus unlikely to be necessary in addition to the production 
capacity available from (1) the shifting of production capacity from ordinary stainless steel to 
electrical core steel (and M4 and ,M6, grades to M2 and.M3 grades of electricalsteel) and (2) an 
increase of the curret$capacity utilization rate. 
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5.1.2 The Amorphous-Core Material Market 

Today, almost 85% of the total annual market of 100,000 units of amorphous-core 
transformers is held by General Electric Company (GE). The other manufacturers, Howard 
Industries, ABB Power T&D Company, and Cooper Power Systems Division, have a 
significantly smaller market share. If a shift to amorphous-core transformers occurred, the 
impacts on existing transformer manufacturers would depend on (1) the ease of access to the 
technology, (2) the availability of amorphous-core material, (3) the level of necessary 
investments, and (4) the higher transformer selling price. 

Although amorphous alloy strip may be less process intensive (i.e., manufacturing involves a 
smaller number of steps) than oriented silicon steel, the lack of access to the‘technology is feared 
to be a problem. EPRI, GE, and Allied Sign&Amoi-$ous Metals hold most of the U.S. patents 
for amorphous-metal and amorphous-core technology. The EPRI patents are available under 
licensing terms and conditions to U.S. manufacturers. By 1997 an important patent on amorphous 
ribbon manufacturing held solely by Allied Signal Amorphous Metals will expire. However, a 
critical patent on magnetic field annealing used during transformer core manufacturing is held by 
GE and will not expire until early in the next century. At present, GE has-licensed Allied Signal 
Amorphous Metals to sublicense transformer manufacturers to use this patent. 

Currently, Allied Signal Amorphous Metals is the largest and may be the only supplier of 
wound amorphous-core materials in the United States and possibly the world. It built a 
2O,OO@T/year production plant in South Carolina several years ago. The plant is currently 
producing less than 15,000 T/year. Allied Signal Amorphous Metals has reported plans to expand _ ,, ” .” . . . ~, 
the capacity to 60,000 Tiyear; this tonnage would represent -50% of the current silicon electrical 
steel tonnage consumed each year for liquid-type distribution transformers in the United States. 
Availability of production capacity limited to a single producer and a higher cost of the 
ferro-boron ingredient used in raw materials raise the concern for amorphous-core raw material 
availability. Because the quantity as well as the cost of raw materials in this case is higher than 
that of the oriented silicon steel, the price of these transformers typically ranges from 20 to 40% 
higher than those made of silicon steel. 

The cost of raw materials for amorphous-core transformers is twice that of the oriented 
silicon steel. The higher cost of these materials is due to the use of ferro-boron, the bulk of which 
is imported now. The cost of these materials has gone down during the past two decades (from 
$140/lb in 1978 to about $1.50/lb now) and may continue to do so as their applications increase, 
but the market will be finally determined by the user willingness to pay a price premium in order 
to have lower energy losses over the useful transformer lifetime. Most amorphous-core 
transformers at&currently bought by municipalities and rural electrification authorities who need 
to buy private power and thus have a higher capitalized value of no-load losses of $4 or more per 
watt (Powers 1995). The continued evaluation of losses by utilities, together with the reduction in 
cost brought about by the availability of amorphous-core technology to other *manufacturers in the 
next decade, would help in justifying a premium payment for the most efficient design offered by 
amorphous-core transformers. 

5.13 The Copper and Aluminum Industries 

It is estimated that currently -57 and 25 million lb of copper is used annually for 
liquid-immersed and dry-type distribution transformers respectively (Black 1994). The 
corresponding numbers foraluminum are 41 and 28 million lb. CDA, .under its Electrical Energy 
Efficiency Program, estimates an additional consumption of 34 million lb of copper (i.e., 
19 million lb for liquid-immersed and 15 million lb for dry-type transformers) if energy 
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! efficiency improvem&its foi distribution trans.fq~q~-~~q~ accomplished by the use of copper . . . . 
alone (Black 1994). Total copper shipments of’insulated magnet wire in 1993 are estimated to be 
568 million lb (aq additional 64 mi$on lb for uninsulated products) where major shipments for 
the transformer industry are i’itited & fewer tha&eti r%ntifa&rers (DOC 1994b). At present, 
the copper magnet wire industry is operating at about 80% of its full production capability (DOC 
1994a). An additional demand.of 34 million lb of copper due to energy-efficient transformers . -. -.^-..I-I*.I*CwX /s-, ‘i,~...~ _,__ 
would increase the capacity utilization level of the magnet wire industry from the current level of 
80 to 84%. 

The use of aluminum alone for energy efficiency improvements for distribution transformers 
would be half that estimated for copper (i.e., 17 million lb) since aluminum is a two-fold better -. .~ * ,.,,* I 
conductor than copper on an equal weight basis. Currently, there are 19 manufacturers of 
insulated aluminum magnet wire (of which 3-Phelps Dodge Magnet Wire Company, Essex 
Corporation, and Rea Magnet Wire Company-are major producers of copper magnet wire as 
well); annual shipments are -47 million lb (DOC 1994b). Most shipments for transformers come. 
from the uninsulated~aluminum magnet wire industry for economic reasons; most transformer .,-,- a#,_/ . , 
manufacturers insulate on their own, getting the raw material from metal production companies 
such as Alcoa and Reynolds Metals Company. The nonferrous rolling and drawing industry, 
currently operating at 80% of its full production capability, must reflect a significant increase in 
output (one that may not be readily seen when measured in percentage terms of the increased total 
industry’s output) to satisfy the surge in a demand level of 17 million lb (or a 25% increase from 
the current level) even if energy efficiency improvements were achieved by the use of aluminum 
alone. The increased demand will .most,l$cely be felt by the uninsulated aluminum magnet wire 
industry. In addition, because the demand for both aluminum and copper magnet wires is 
currently met by the domestic industry, less vulnerability exists in the supply of magnet wires. 

5.1.4 Distribution T+@qmer Manufacturers ,.., ,;. I _L ,,(_., .~~, -:. I__.. “._ , 1 .. .) i-I ,li - “_ _, ,.. ̂  -6,; ._ ., 

. Energy-efficient transformers will be more,expensive (i.e., higher first cost) compared with 
conventional, less-efficient transformers because of higher material costs. The material cpst of --, . ..~I ..ll~l^-lll.e.l ..-,- __li;n, ^_ 
transformers is typically 50% of the selling price (also note that dry-type transformers are 30% 
more expensive than liquid-immersed for a given transformer rating). Of the total material cost, 
the core material cost contributes 50%; conductor and insulation material costs contribute the x “. _ .,“. ,.,- ~.,lr ,.,, .- 
remaining 30% and 20% respectively (Patterson 1994). The difference in the costs among the 
various grades of steel used as the core mat.erial are substantial-$0.30-0.4O/lb between M2 a@, .~“.“.“--Pe . c,. ._l.” ,~.. ._ . . . ,. 
M6 grades (the cost of M6 grade steel is $0.7O/lb). The cost of efficient trans~~~~~~~~ii’~~~rease 
not only because of higher raw material costs ,but,tso, to a lesser extent, because of the 
lamination requirements of more efficient steels. (M2 grade steel requires more laminations 
because it is thinner than M6 grade steel-O.QO7 in. compared with 0.014 in.) For a lOOO-kVA 
ventilated dry-type transformer with a core weighing around 3500 lb,‘the changeover from the 
M6 grade to the M2 grade core matetiial.will increase the cost-of production by at least 
$1050-!§1400 (th e current selling price of such a transformer using the M6 grade steel is around 
$20,ooo). 

. 

The effect of higher product selling prices on manufacturers’ revenues, will, depend on how 
much of the cost increases caused-by design changes can be passed through to consumers. If less 
than the actual higher production costs are passed through, profits will suffer, while a 
pass-through above the increase in production costs will increase profits. A manufacturer’s 
production costs will, be detem&&tt~a&rge extent by the additional investments necessary and 
the costs of input materials. If a manufacturer’s, marginal cost of production is higher than the 
industry’s, a reduction will occur in levels of dlmanland, hence, its revenues. It appears that the 
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additional investment necessary for cost-effective conservation may not be large since it will not 
necessarily entail the use of a new, different technology. Moreover, an increase in the marginal 
cost of production and additional investments, if necessary, will affect all manufacturers in the 
industry similarly, minimizing the danger of customer switching. The transformer industry is 
dominated by a few major manufacturers (particularly true in the case of liquid-immersed 
transformers); thus, the industry is characterized by an oligopoly market structure where each 
firm faces a demand curve of finite elasticity. Consequently, a small increase in price will not 
result in a complete loss of sales due to induced entry of competitors, as it would under perfect 
competition. 

More data and analysis are necessary to determine the actual impacts of conservation on 
manufacturers. A cursory examination of the industry suggests that manufacturers of 
liquid-immersed transformers will experience comparatively fewer impacts than manufacturers of 
dry-type transformers because more than 90% of the former market is currently loss-evaluated. 
Note also that the number of manufacturers in the latter case is a lot higher comparatively than 
the former case. Liquid-immersed manufacturers generally have a high-volume and 
price-competitive market requiring a high level of investments. Manufacturers of dry-type 
transformers are more volatile in nature because they are less capital intensive, serving numerous 
niche markets. 

53USERS . 

Energy conservation impacts on users will be mainly due to the higher cost-of efficient 
transformers. The higher initial cost of efficient transformers means that more financial resources . 
will be needed initially, but users will recover that additional investment through savings from * 

reduced energy losses over the life of ,transformers. User impacts are not estimated for the 
conservation options considered here owing to lack of sufficient information. For illustrative * 
purposes, the data from the 1994 NEMA survey of manufacturers have been used to show the 
likely user impacts of a 25-kVA, pole-type, liquid-f&d transformer. The data include a range of 
designs where the ranges of A and B factors considered to determine the value of losses are 
$0.0-6.0 and $0.0-3.0 respectively. The $O/$O combination of A and B values is used as the base 
case design for the analysis here. Note that the analysis presented here may not reflect the reality 
in certain cases: because of averaging, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the base 
case and the loss-evaluated case in the data provided. 

Figure 5.1 shows the effect on the initial cost of a 25-kVA, pole-type, liquid-filled 
transformer (represented in terms of cost difference as a percentage of the base case cost) with the 
change in maximum efficiency. The base case design efficiency is calculated as 98.5%. There is a 
sharp increase in the efficiency initially when the cost premium to be paid is <32%. It is 
estimated that a 32% higher initial cost will be paid for the initial 0.57% efficiency improvement 
from the base case, while the next similar percentage cost difference would improve efficiency by 
only 0.12%. For liquid-filled transformers, which are currently loss-evaluated, to meet the 
minimum efficiency requirement of 98.7% for the 2-year payback case considered here of a 
25-kVA, pole-type, liquid-filled transformer (discussed in Subsect. 4.4.2), additional initial cost 
to be paid by users is estimated to be 4%. Additional initial cost to be paid is estimated to be 
significantly higher (i.e., 6%) if they were not currently loss-evaluated (as is the case with 
dry-type transformers). The initial cost difference would also be a lot higher for higher 
kilovolt-ampere transformers, in which case additional total investments necessary for users 
corild then be significant depending on the current fraction of the nonevaluated transformers. 
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The higher initial cost of transformers, however, will lower the annual energy cost through 
reduced energy losses over the life of transformers. Figure 5.2 shows the estimated simple ..*--. -...~.“‘-“*Y”,-I-x*-IW,~~~~~~ . 
payback period as a function of difference in the iniual cost (expressed in terms of percentage of 
the base case cost) for a 25-kVA, pole-type, liquid-~lied-transfom?er, The payback calculation 
estimates the number of years required for energy-efficient-transformer users to recover the _” 
additional investment necessary through annual energy savings from lower losses. The base case . . .._., ., .,.~. _ ,,.< - .../1+“** L”y.,III 
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Fig. 5.2. Change in payback period as functions of initial cost difference and energy cost for a 25kVA, 
pole-type, liquid-filled transformer. Source: National Electrical Manufacturers Association. 
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assumed for the payback calculation is the nonevaluated design (i.e., A/B = $O/$O). The 
sensitivity of payback period to the different energy costs is also shown in Fig. 5.2. For an energy 
cost of more than $O.O75IkWh, the payback period is estimated to be c5 years for the’percentage 
difference in initial cost up to 35%. The payback period increases to 8.2 years maximum for an 
initial cost difference of 44% for the same range of energy cost. 

9 

The payback period is linearly sensitive to the energy cost. For example, for a 29% increase 
in initial cost, the payback period decreases from 3.2 to 1.6 years as the energy cost increases 
from $0.05 to $0.1 O/kWh. The payback period for dry-type and larger kilovolt-ampere 
liquid-filled transformers is considerably higher, more than 5 years in some cases. For example, 
payback periods for 80°C- and 11 S’C-rise dry-type transformers are estimated to be 9.7 and 
8.1 years respectively (assuming a 115”C-rise transformer as the base case, an energy cost of 
$O.O6/kWh, and at 50% loading) (Howe 1995). Because the average transformer life is 
25-30 years, a payback period of cl0 years is likely to be attractive to users, 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Most electric utilities use purchasing formulae that factor the effect of transformer efficiency + ,-* ‘ ., .A-^ “x.sc<w,* *I * .(_co .“-**a++.&+il*<* ,arw,. 
into the purchasing decision. Most n~onutility distribution transformers.~e purchased on the basis 
of lowest first”cost without evaluating the cost of the-energy consumed by the units.. M.ost ,.* .s.e..w* Uuaa&M”z.u.*e+” 
dry-type transformers~,are purchased by contractors or agents with no motivation,to.buy 
lower-loss, higher-cost units. These nonevaluated transformers may have 60-70% higher losses . ,” 1.1. )* . . . . . . . ..A.1 _. ~~.:~~-;Lla,a,~~*~~Drr.,~Jii _ ” __,, I _ 
than utility-evaluated .transformers..The . maxi .* -..“.L-CI.XIYX ..- -d-&m* uid-immerseii’~stribution~ “. 
transformers have improved over the past several decades, but dry-tyi;eumt$“ha~‘Showu little or 
no improvement. An energy conservation policy would increase the efficiency of dry-type units 
and of some utility-purchased transformers that are currently not evaluated on a life-cycle-cost 
basis. 

A national energy conservation policy for distribution transformers could save 
-0.01402 quad of primary energy in the first year. As more energy-efficient transformers were 
purchased, annual savings would continue to increase to 0.4-l .O quad of primary energy after 
30 years. Cumulative savings would be 3.6-13.7 quads of primary energy over a 30-year period. 

There is a somewhat higher rate of savings per rated capacity (kilovolt-amperes) for dry-type 
transformers than for liquid-immersed transformers. This is explained by the fact that a much 
higher proportion of liquid-immersed transformers are purchased by utilities; they generally 
consider the value of losses in their purchase decisions, purchasing transformers that are 
relatively efficient compared with those purchased by nonutilities. 

6.2 STAKEHOLDER IMPACTS 

Energy-efficient transformers will increase production costs for transformer manufacturers as 
a result of the higher costs associated with the use of either more or higher performance materials. 
The effect on manufacturers’ revenues will depend on how much of the cost increases can be 
passed through to consumers. If less than the actual higher production costs are passed through, 
profits will suffer; a pass-through above the increase in production costs will increase profits. A 
manufacturer’s production costs will also be determined to some extent by the additional 
investments necessary. Manufacturers of dry-type transformers may be more affected by a 
national conservation policy than manufacturers of liquid-immersed transformers because most of 
the dry-type transformers are not currently loss evaluated. The energy efficiency of transformers 
also raises issues about the production capability of raw material suppliers. Most raw material 
suppliers are domestic and estimated to be at 80% of full production capability; this may not be 
adequate depending on the level of the surge in demand for an increased supply of raw materials. 
It is estimated that the capacity utilization level of the magnet wire industry would increase from 
the current level of 80 to 84% if energy-efficiency improvements for distribution transformers 
were accomplished by the use of copper alone. 

Energy conservation would have less impact on users of liquid-immersed transformers than 
on users of the dry-type since the former market is currently more than 90% loss evaluated. A 
higher price will have to be paid for energy efficiency, particularly for purchases of dry-type 
transformers-requiring additional investments for short-term, return-oriented C&I end-users. 
However, the total cost, including both the cost of the transformer and the cost of energy, will 
decrease, particularly for dry-type transformers. The payback period for the additional 
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investments necessary will be cl0 years (i.e., one-third of the transformer life) under most 
conservation cases. 

6.3 ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION AND FEASIBILITY 

A number of energy conservation options were analyzed. All of the conservation options 
considered in this study are economically justified using national average electricity costs. These 
options are also technically feasible, although some retooling may he required for the more 
energy-efficient, dry-type transformer designs. Based on a conservation approach similar to the 
options analyzed, a national conservation policy for distribution transformers would have the 
potential for energy savings of 3.6-13.7 quads over the 30-year period from 2000 to 2030. About 
93% of these savings could be realized if sizes cl0 kVA were excluded in an energy conservation 
policy. 

. -  . I  

.I._ ,. ..: .; ..“p..:.L., ,. . . . ’ . .:-. ,. ._ .,_ . 
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Appendix A 
DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER RVFY .F!!!‘*,, 1-I.. :__. I” 

Over 200 comments were received from the Distribution Transfoqer Review Group; as a .“.~*...“.,r_., 
result, many changes have been made. These include editing improvements; l;farif&tioni 
definitions and the approach, revised assumptions, deletion of some of the analysis, and 
presentation of additional analyses. 

Significant revisions based on. the comments include the following: 

. Definitions of the terms ,used have been made more explicit. This includes a tighter 
definition of the distribution transformers th,at, are considered, in,-ihis.:study: ‘ 

0 A sensitivity analysis has been done for reduced growth rates for commercial and 
industrial transformers. 

0 -A sensitivity analysis has been done using a significantly lower evaluation of load losses 
(the B factor) for 50 kVA and larger. 

0 A sensitivity analysis was done to indicate the effect on energy savings of assuming a 0.2 
effective capacity factor for all transfon=tner ,sizes instead of just transformer sizes <50 kVA. 

. The availability of magnet wire and core steel for the production of higher efficiency 
‘transformers has been reassessed. 

. Some of the advantages attributed to dry-type transformers hive been revised. _ 

. 

c 

It was not practical to address some comments. For instance, at least one comment suggested 
including data on additional transformer sizes to better represent dry-type transformer designs. 
Transformer sizes for which info,rmation was collected were limited. to those sizes included $, the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory-National Electric Manufacturers Association @Rx-NEMA) 
survey. Expanding and/or revising this survey was not practical within the time limits for this 
determination study. Other comments were associated with the feasibility and/or desirability of 
implementing standards; these were outside the scope of this document. 

Finally, at least one comment objected to using the 2-year payback case on an equal footing 
with the other cases because the information for this case came from outside the survey. The .,^- . ...” _” _, I I-s,.-- I.%.. >‘A. ,-* v ~,,_ / ~ 
point of the comment w-as thht information for other ca&~&&%$%$&dl~orn survey 

,& 
./ “. ‘l.ex,*+. ._ /.e. _ 1 ‘. _x. .” .~_ _/ ̂ _ _, =____, 

information in which NEMA manufacturers had an equal chance‘io pat%icipa&?l”he information ” . . 
for this case was taken from a single NEMA manufacturer. It would have been better to have all 
manufacturers submit their d.ata for a 2-year payback case as was done for the other cases; 
however, because of time constraiuts, this was not practical. To address this concern, a 
qualification was added that indicates that data from other manufacturers could have” mc$i,fiid 
these results. A list of the Distribution Transformer Review Group members follows. 

view@ Perspective/Expertise 

1. Allied Signal Amorphous Metals 
Patrick Cm-ran, Manager 
6 Eastmans Road 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 

Amorphous metal 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. American Physical Plant Association 
Diana Tringali, Director of Research 
1446 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 

6. American Public Power Association 
Kurt Conger, Director of Policy Analysis 
201 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037- 1484 

7. Black and Veatch 

Kansas City, MO 64114 

8. Central Moloney, Inc. 
J. Edward Smith, Marketing Manager 
2400 West Sixth Ave. 
Pine Bluff, AK 71601 

9. 

10. 

Copper Development Association Inc. 
William T. Black, Vice President 
260 Madison Ave. 
New York, NY 10016 

Edison Electric Institute 
Matthew C. Mingoia, Standards Program Manager 
701 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004-2696 

Aluminum Association Aluminum conductor 
Peter Pollak applications 
900 19th Street, N.W., Suite 300 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy 
Howard Geller 
1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

American Institute of Plant Engineers 
Mike Fenirig, Director 
8 180 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 305 
Cincinnati, OH 45242 

National perspective, 
conservation issues 

Commercial and 
industrial applications 

Commerci~‘and 
industrial applications 

Municipal utilities 

Commercial and 
industrial applications 

Liquid transformer 
manufacturer 
(non-NEMA) 

Copper availability 
and applications 

Investor-owned 
utilities 

c 



11. 

. 

L 

12 

Electric Power Research Institute 
Harry Ng, Power Delivery Group 
34 12 Hillview Avenue 
P.O. Box 10412 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

Electric utility 
research 

ERMCO 
Alan L. Wilks 
P.O. Box 1228 
Dyersburg, TN 38025- 1228 

Liquid transformer 
manufacturer 
(non-NEMA) 

13. Federal Pacific Transformer Company 
Carl Bush, Development Manager 
Old Airport Road 
P.O. Box 8200 
Bristol, VA 24203-8200 

14. Howard Industries, Inc. 
Gerald R. Hodge, Manager 
P.O. Box 1588 
Lauret, MS 39441 

Y 

15. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory - 
Jim McMahon, Standards Group Leader 
One Cyclotron Road, 90-4000 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

16. National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
Kyle Pitsor, Manager 
2101 L Street, N.W., Suite 300 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

17. National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 
. . Martin Gorclen, Manager 

1800 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

18. Natural Resource Defense Council 
David Goldstein 
71 Stevenson Street, Suite 1825 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

c 

19. Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Paul R. Barnes, Review Group Chairperson 
P.O. Box 2008 
Oak Ridge, TN 3783 l-6070 

Dry-type transformer 
manufacturers 
(non-NEMA) 

Liquid transformer 
manufacturers 
(non-NEMA) 

National conservation 
standards 

NEMA transformer 
‘manufacturers 

Rural electric 
cooperative utilities 

National Perspective, 
energy conservation 

ORNL project leader 
utility applications 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

Stone and Webster Engineering Corp. 
Ken R. Skinger 
3 Executive Campus 
P.O. Box 5200 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

Specialty Steel Industry of North America 
James Will, President 
Skip Hartquist 
3050 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20007 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 
Oskars Petersons 
Building 220, MS B 164 
Clopper and Quince Orchard Road 
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 

Commercial and 
industrial applications 

.i 

Core steel availability 
and applications 

Transformer efficiency 
measurements 
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This appendix explains the basjs.forSf‘evaluating” or valuing transformer energy losses. This . .W”Sxx 
is important because it provides an economic criterion for the trade-off between a transformer’s .~ ..* .^ j-4 &s.L,> -..6 .,I “ew.usu-, .,siyli*mar#,%d# 
energy efficiency and its. capital cost. The important assumptions in analy 
the rates at which energy is valued and at which a “typical” transformer loses energy as it serves 
an electrical load. These rates vary depending on factors associated with the individual -end-user. 

In this determination study a social cost perspective was taken in evaluating energy losses. In 
this perspective the cost to the end-user does not jnclude taxes in ca@ating the optimal 
capital/energy trade-off. From theWsocj.&Sperspective taxes arenot included as a cost because ” _ -. .s.-*/- 1.-.*. “-“^“.h*,‘,~M.* ,,,, 
while they are an expense to those that pay, they are a revenue to the government that.co&cts,. 
The practical implication for,.taJcing this perspective is that energy costs have been evaluated, at a 
higher rate than they would be for commercial and industrial _ _ ..<I .X..~-Uo*.““.rulsrur*;#m* 
and industrial emnd-.users that do a total-owning-cost (TOC) evaluation for purchasing decisions ‘. ’ ’ ..“*-a ,..mI “eU.,d ._a. ~.~~,~~~~~~ 
would include the effect of-taxes, which reduces the value of energy savings. 

The A and B,factors are used to measure the cost of I”. I. *I _) ,.I_ _b& ‘^.a_ -iY.nrelyn~c~,ri”i-i,rll.W~~~~~,h 
capitalized cost per watt of a transformer’s rated no-load and lo ., . . 1 .w”a.lll.l*.. DLIX”,“-..,4.eI^~71*“rl-jd_ 
multiplied by the no-load and load l.osses*and then added to the initial tr 1 v ,x wirrxpi--“~,rul-~,.~~~~~~~ :vsa&*, ./ ,I 
determine its TOC. The TOCs of otherwjse &nilar transformers can be compared to determine I ., ,.~ .“-+ .L”,s(*_. j. : a.., ,.,l)_ 
the one with the lowest &time owning cost. In this way differences m the eff&iencies and prices a_ .‘ \ _ il-l, I . . .._ _..-“.*(_... 
of similar transformers can be compared to determine the one that isthe,mqs~~cpst-effective on c -., . -II‘~~.-~._MncI.I cf%, WE.. ‘Yllw*“,P-“.s# .-b,. 1 
~ebaf+isofTOC* _. ” _, _ 

B.l.l The A Fgc@r . 

The A factor;mflects the cost per watt of energizing the transformer’s core. The power to -.-a,.. ..lw,+IC. 
energize the core is constant whether or not the transformer is supplying ? Joad. ,Therefore, the - . . . . . . ..a./ ^%.“.-^L.*.“.^I.“‘.. ..*&.“**snU ax*ei-r-,,r,rl,&~A~*~ . ” 
losses, called no-load losses, are also constantW.u@. are not related to the load the transformer is ,v.. ..s-.. ..n‘a.\ ^ ..‘U . ..s birrlrm.&. j_ii”W ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,. / 
serving. Because core losses are constant over time, the power they require is part of a utility’s 
base-load demand, and their cost, (fromthe”utility’s perspective) is related to the capital, energy, 
and operation and maintenance (Q&M) costs of base:joad energy cost. These costs include _ ,” ,_ 
generation, transmission, and distribution pstsbut~exclude costs. associated with the distribution 3” .a. I.“.*. - *ia4,. -“is ...-“-,+U.~~i*i-‘.I*t.U. ~~“~~~~~~~.~~~~ 
transformer. itself.~ &r approximation of these costs would include the incre x. ,.. b”. . .s . ./,“I 4-.,r 
and O&M costs .of -a.utihty’s base-load power plants plus incremental transmission.cpSts,,.~~~~.,, 
costs may vary significantly depending on the utility and its base-load power plants. However, an ., 
argument can be r&e that from-a nat&~i”pks$k%ivk; the ‘value’assigned to the A factor S&L&C! ” - .I”---.*~~uei-i~~~*~~ 
be more or less-constant The.trend toward deregulation of generation and the resulting *, ,“A i iriy, *A”‘* *4:~~~>.* .“““*&* 
competition will tend to result in similar pricing across the United states. (.. i a*/ a-.,,” -.,., nf** 

Because of this, trend, the analysis in this determination, study has been done assuming a 
single value for the A. factor of_$3.5Om of n~-Joad~loss..At least two sour&, support a value in 1-1 .:.* .! >IL”’ ‘,%B I!>‘*<:-^-” 
this range. First, a study of the incremental costs resulted in an A factor of $3.53/W in 1993 /. .~.. 1 ..* + .%-.a- hcI__ 1 a .“.s”‘--“x.y~~Iwwu~o _.,*e.e. ““a,,*_,*,,” ,“amh-)**y~m”:(. ,l,cI* _ 
dollars (Bames,et al, 1995). This study estimated the incrememal cqsts-qfab~~e-I,~~d,coal_fiyed 
power plant using Energy Information Administration assumptions of energy and capital costs. In 
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addition, a review of A factors reported for 1994 by 90 major U.S. utilities indicated an average A 
value of $3.43. This value increased to $3.67 ifutilities reporting A factors of $0.00 were 
eliminated. 

The $3.50/W is a typical A value for utilities and can be supported with reasonable cost 
assumptions. However, A values significantly above or below $3.50/W are common. For 
instance, the standard deviation of the A factors was Si.84. Two-thirds of the reported values 
were either below $3.00 or above $4.00. This corresponds to the wide range of actual costs that 
utilities experience. The increased competition mentioned above will tend to reduce these 
disparities. 

B.1.2 The B Factor 

There is considerably more uncertainty in calculating the value of load losses for the B factor. 
In addition to the energy cost of losses, the B factor should reflect how the transformer is loaded. 
Losses in the transformer’s coil (load losses) increase proportioually to the square of the load. 
Therefore, a trairsformer that ‘has a continuous load at 80% of the rated load would have 64% 
(0.8*) of the losses of a transformer continuously loaded at 100% (1 .O*) of the rated load. In 
reality most transformer loads fluctuate with the time of day, day of the week, and time of the 
year. Therefore, transformers that have identical rated load losses may have very different actual 
load losses because their loads are different. This turns out to be an extremely important issue in 
considering transformer efficiency. For instance, a typical utility value for transformer load losses 
is $1/W. If this accurately represents the value of load losses for a transformer that has a constant 
load of 80%, then a transformer that has a constant load of 60% with the same per unit cost of lost 
energy would have a value of load losses of 0.6*/0.8* times $1, or $0.56. A similar discrepancy in 
the value of losses would result from comparing a transformer with a 40% constant load to a 30% 
constant load. 

In addition to the variation in transformer loading that affects the value per rated watt of load 
loss, there is also the variation in energy costs. The load-losses cost is similar to the 
no-load-losses cost discussed above but with some important differences. First, the no-load-losses 
cost was discussed in terms of the supply of base-load generation. This was justified based on the 
constant nature of no-load losses. In contrast, load losses vary over time with the costs of 
generating electricity. During the peak period of a utility’s load cycle, the costs of production are 
much higher because the units used 

‘-‘i 
during thus period, such as gas turbines; tend to have higher 

fuel costs. Also, the generating capacity sup$yiug energy during peak periods is operated for 
short durations; so capital costs are spread over fewer hours of production, resulting in higher 
costs per unit of production. 

The appropriate value placed on a rated watt of load losses must include these varying 
tendencies. Experience indicates that for most transformers, the value.of a rated watt of load 
losses tends to be significantly less than a rated watt of no-load losses because on average the 
transformer is operated at much less than its full rating where the load losses are measured. 
However, the higher a transformer’s peak load (Ghere.it contributes to the system’s peak) and the 
higher its effective load,’ the higher the cost of the rated load losses. Therefore, accurate 
assessmerit of the value of reducing transformer load losses should account for the transformer 
loading. Higher or lower peak and/or effective loading should” result in a higher or lower value of 
the B factor. 

It follows from the above discussion’ that the rate at which load losses are value+l, to a 
significant extent, depends. on Ioadmg ‘assi$i$ti&is.~ Transfo&tirs that have ‘relatively higher 
loads tend to have relatively high B factors. Transformers that have relatively low loads tend to 
have relatively low B factors. The value of the rated load losses varies with differences in - 
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transformer loading--even with identical production costs. To recognize these differences, a 10~ 
B factor of $0.75 and a high B factor of $2.25 were selected. 

The factors that contribute to this range include two different aspects of a transform&s. load: 
the transformer’s peak per unit load and the fluctuation of the transformer’s load relative to its ,_ .e,- G”L *, J^A%*Le..e.w- “>*,‘~-~~~~~**~~*~~.~“~ 
capacity. The transformer’s peak per unit load is important because it is the basis 

-^ii,i’ ,- , 
mng 

the transformer’s contribution-to peak system costs. The transformer’s effective load is i,mportant 
because it is the basis for, relatt$g transformer actual load !osses.to the rated losses at full load.. / i. _ < .‘..A, *u -. L. Cd<,” .> ,:; i ; _ \, :, 
Both factors have a positive relation to the E$ factor. 

The B factors of $0.75 and $2.25 provide a range that accounts for a significant variation in 
peak and average loads. They were chosen, in part, based on considering B factors reported in the 
survey of 90 utilities discussed previously. The participants in the survey were large 
investor-owned utilities. The B factors reported in the survey had an average value of $1.09 and a “.,,,. I~ 
standard deviation of $0.90. About 41% of all ,B factors in the survey were between $0.50 and ,._ .<I .,. _ . . . I,,%_ . ..s 
$1 .OO. If the B factors of $0.00 are eliminated from the survey, then the average B factor 
increases to $1.16. One standard deviation above these averages is about $2.00. 

Some utilities develop alternate B factors that reflect typical loading patterns depending on 
the type of customer the transformer serves. For instance, a utility ” I .I .- wr ̂ .,I 0‘ ,.dr”q&,,. may assign a different B factor 
for industrial, commercial, and residential services. The survey of B factors was done by a 
transformer manufacturing division that focuses on the residential types of transformers 
Therefore, the B factors that wem,Fported in the survey are probably consistent with loads for-, 
residential and small commerc&tJ transformers. The $0.75 B factor~is somewhat below the ,.*.+..* _.,..el._^l ,,.- ,,,,_._ . ..-- .I). -. ., 1.11 .~~‘..“At.,%~~~,..~Z 1 __,_,, 
average in the survey. However, it is well within then~~‘r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l., ,. I ^,,. ., ._ .,,,. 
transformers. 

Apart from the survey, incremental utility costs were modeled to,determine the effect of _ , /. ..:li c.,_ I*‘:‘*~>: “/ .~ : 
loading parameters on the B factor. The $0.75iW lower range for the B factor approximates a 
transformer with a per unit peak load of -1 .O and a loss factor, of -0.06.* Assuming a standard ..*wr .~_ ^. >.“,l, iji .**;( 
load profile, this would be consistent with a. load factor of -0.2. In this range the B factor is quite 
sensitive to changes in the effective load; 

As is pointed out in the discuss&n of the survey, one standard deviation above,.&e average B . ..i s ..I. d,?. i,;rj 
factor was about $2.00. It was assumed that huger transformers have a B factor of $2.25. This p 
factor that is somewhat above one s+ndard deviation was chosen forgeveral reasons. F&s$-it~~~,as ,..I L_,..l._ _ meant to reflect industrial and commercial transfon;l^e;s~~~~,~;;~~~~i~-~~~~~~~~ly &in. ,, 

. )” ,,~. ._ - cl; .~x‘~l.~7.~cxm~.~-~~~~~,,,~,~~~~,~ u-~~~.~~~~~~~s~~~~~~~‘. 
residential ones. Modeling the incremental utility costs and assuming a per unit peak%ad’ofi’;CT 
and an effective load, of gT5 resulted in a B factor of $2.25. U$ng a standard load profile, a ~ ,_I -w_/.~xd_‘b*> &a”.rm*>.,u‘ir .,>.<<b. ii-V )_ 2 ~ 
0.5 load factor is consistent with a loss factor of 0.3.‘Some~hat&$ier load’factoi$%ould ^ .,- 
increase the loss factor. However, it can be argued that this may not increase the B factor 
significantly. As the load factor increases in this range, a higher proportion of power is provided ._ .I -a,.* _ _.,. “___, _~ ,.,““l.lt,C 
from lower cost base-load sources. This lower cost of power partially compensates for the 
increase in losses. 

Note that these assumptions can only attempt to account for general loading tendencies. Any 
individual transformer could be loadzd in a way that would be contrary to the general trends. For . . _“_ )_..:.~, 
instance, a lightly loaded transformer may have its peak and most of its energy losses at night 
during low-cost generation periods. This may be the result of a transformer se-rving a single 
residence where the occupant has a night job or a business such as a nightclub that operates on a 
night schedule. Such loads are not typical. Utilities, as a rule, do not purchase transformers for a 
specific load or case; rather, they are designed, built, and purchased for a range of loads. 
However, utilities do purchase for unusual cases when warranted. 
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B.2 COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USERS 

The above discussion treated transformers from the perspective of the utility. Because 
utilities purchase and operate -60% of all transformer capacity, this is an important perspective. 
The remaining 40% of transformer capacity is owned by industrial and commercial 
establishments. There are at least two important differences between utility and nonutility 
transformer owners. First, utilities purchase and own transformers on a large scale. This provides 
them with the incentive to evaluate carefully the type of transformer that best meets their needs. 
They purchase most of their transformers directly from the manufacturer. This allows them to 
specify the detailed characteristics that they want. Also, utilities can afford to evaluate the loads 
that their transformers serve. In contrast to utilities, most commercial and industrial (C&I) firms 
purchase transformers on a very small scale. They do not become experts, and most of the time 
they cannot justify becoming transformer experts. They usually do not purchase directly from the 
manufacturer (see Sect. 3). Therefore, they demand much less input and exert much less control 
over their transformer purchases. They usually select a transformer that meets their needs on the 
basis of purchase price with little concern for energy efficiency. 

The other important difference is that nonutilities may not pay the actual incremental costs of 
the power they consume because they pay for electricity based on a rate schedule. The cost to 
produce electricity reflects capital costs, fuel costs, and the O&M costs. The utility has a good 
understanding of the detail and complexity of how these costs are related to the load pattern, 
which varies over time. If the utility knows the typical load patterns for its transformers, it knows 
the cost of losses. On the’other hand, the utility generates revenue by relating its costs to customer 
demand through a rate schedule. In general, the rate schedule attempts to relate electric demand to 
the costs incurred. It can do this only for broad patterns of customer demand, not for individual 
customers. Unlike the utility’s ability to calculate its own incremental costs of production 
precisely, it charges customers based on a very simple rate schedule. C&I customers usually pay 
a monthly peak demand charge and an energy charge for their monthly consumption. The 
customer that owns a transformer must pay the cost of losses corresponding to the utility’s 
simplified rate schedule. The important point is that to the extent that the customer’s rate 
schedule does not accurately reflect the cost of supplying transformer losses, then the incentive 
for purchasing and operating a transformer will diverge from the utility perspective. 

This study has used the TOC methodology to evaluate a range of A and.B factors for C&I 
users. This was done by examining the electric rates of several utilities and substituting these 
rates for the incremental cost assumptions that were utilized in estimating A and B factors for 
utilities. An analysis from the C&I user perspective indicated that the evaluations of losses for 
C&I firms would tend to be somewhat lower than those assumed in this analysis. The C&I 
perspective differs from that of a regulated utility in that a net reduction in transformer costs 
would increase profits, resulting in higher taxes. Therefore, the incentive to reduce a 
transformer’s life cycle cost through improving energy efftciency is reduced by the effect of 
taxes. In other words, the before-tax return must be higher to compensate for taxes. Utilities can 
ignore this effect because they pass increases or decreases in fuel costs on to their customers 
through fuel adjustment clauses. As is stated above, this analysis takes a social cost perspective in 
which tax costs are also government revenues and thus are assumed to have no net effect. 

_ 
. -., . 
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B.3 THE USE OF AVERAGES TO CAJJULATE B FACTORS AND ,.L.,_, ,l,lls., /\.. _**I _L.“.) l.1. * “X .,,_ ,_ .._ .... -I. *, _*, .i( ” 
TO ESTIMATE ENERGY USE 

One objective of this study is to determine if energy conservation for distribution 
transformers would be cost-effective. The NEMA-ORNL survey requested cost-effective designs 
for various A and B factors. Then the energy use resulting from these designs was compared with 
designs typical of existing transformer sales. In this way, potential energy savings have been 
estimated. The A and B factors have been assumed from weighted averages or typical values for 
incremental energy costs. This is fairly straightforward. However, assuming transformer loading 
based on averages or typical values is more complicated. As is explained above, load losses 
increase with the square of the load. The average of a sum of squares is not equal to the square of 
the average of the components used to calculate the squares. This difference between taking a 
simple average and averaging the squares is also important to recognize when estimating the 
energy savings. 

The validity of using averages depends on whether they are a good representation of the sum 
of individual effects. The answer depends on the “dispersion” of transformer loading practices. If 
transformer loads are concentrated around the average value, an average evaluation will be a 
good approximation. The more widely dispersed the distribution of loads that make up the 
average, the less the average will approximate the sum of effects that would result from assessing 
individual loads. 

An example has been calculated to show the effect of dispersion on load losses. Assuming a 
normal distribution with a mean transformer capacity factor of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 
0.1 results in the average of the squares that is -4% more than the square of the average. When a 
standard deviation of 0.2 is used, the average of the squares is -15% larger. This indicates that 
unless the dispersion is very large, using average values should give a good approximation of the 
sum of individual values. Note that there is a paucity of data on distribution transformer loading 
patterns. Per unit loads that are assumed in this study have been based on a review of what little 
data is available. 

REFERENCE 

Barnes, P. R., et al. 1995. The Feasibility of Replacing or Upgrading Utility Distribution 
Transformers During Routine Maintenance, ORNL-6804/Rl, Martin Marietta Energy 
Systems, Oak Ridge Natl. Lab. 

NOTES 

1. The effective load can be ,defmed as the average over time of the per unit load squared. 
2. The loss factor relates the average transformer power losses to the peak loss. 
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Appendix C 
SURVEYFORMS 

SURVEY OF t&b$JFAClURERS ESTIMATES OF PRICE AND LOSSES FOR LOWEST TOTAL OWNING COST TRANSFORMERS 

OIL FILLED SINGLE PHASE fRANSfO,@@&S 

W kVA Pole Type TrPnSfOmer 
12470 GRDYI7200 No Taps 120R40 V w 
Noktswdesor’ 
proM Mar@i RepresefMivs of Today’s Competitive Mwkst CondNons 
Quotsbasadonordwof500 tW&WWh~~5OOfthk~tYPO. N8&adLoss 

8tR8MLo8d 

Core Loos Evduahn Factor(-) So.00 
CoiiI.oss&siuahF~(~tt) so.00 

ESTIMATES: W8tb 

Core Loss Evhation +4or (filhmtt) 
Coi Loss Evdudon Factor (shma) iti 

ESTIMATES: W&S 

Core Loss Evalhion Futor (Skaf0 
coil ~asa Evaluation Factor (SAwaft) iis 

ESTIMATES: W8tk 

50 kVA Pole Type TrPnSfOmW 
12470 GRDYl72O$N&~~40 V SaCondivy 
Nokoeewhs 
Pmit Margin ReprawMw of Tows CompeMve Mwket Cendhhs 
QuotabasedonordarofsM) fYmsbrmelswlal500fthls~~. No.Loadlisa 

8tRhdLMd 

Core Loss Evduation Factor (thmtt) 
6. Coil Loss EMon Factor(SkaU) 

ESTIMATES: 
Et 

-w* 

we s 

w8us s 

we s 

LordLoss -ml 
l tRatmdLoad Prlco 

watb s 

Core Lass Evdthun Fdw(tlnn(t) 
Coil Loss Eddon Factor (tErna) 

Core Loss EvAalion Factor (Shalt) 
CoilLossEvaiuatMFactor(sEmtt) 

ss.w 
$2.25 

ESTIMATES: W8tb we s 

it! 
ESllMA~S: Wm w8lts s 

50 kVA Pad Type Transformer 
12470 GRDYI7200 NoJaps 24W120 V Ssconda~. &a HV bad break burhhg. 
No additional =-sF%y%v 
pIolit M8fgif1 Rifxesedh of Todiyk Compatitvs Mu&et CondMfm 
Q~bswdon~of500~ormcmwilh50Of~rp~~. N8-Lo8dbsa tidt.oss Fun0 

l RhdL88d 8tR8tedLo8~ _ PqLy 

Core Loss EvahmMn Fe (WwaU) 
Coil Loss Evaiuakn F&(tlwrtt) it: 

ESTIMATES: * Wilb watts s 

core Loss Eva!ua~~ Facby(tha) $3.50 
Coil Loss Evahmtion F&or (Wwa@ $2.25 

ESTIMATES: -w* w8m s -. .., “.~. / _I,*, 

Core Loss Evaluation &+ (m 
coil Loss EvaIuath Fadw (-) 

53.60 
so.76 

EsnMATEs: -we watts s 
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750 kVA Pad Type Tmnsfonner 
12470 GRDYl7200 + or - 28% Taps 40OYR77 V Sscondary-95 kV BIL HV, 30 kV BIL LV 
No Other Accessories or Transportation 
Profit Margin RepresenMivs of Today’s Competitiw Markat Condins 
Quote based on order of 2 transformers of this specific type. No-LoadLoaa LoadLoa8 

atRatadLoad 
Sailing 

atRatedLoad Price 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (SMatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (s/watt) 

Core Lass Evaluation Factor ($Awtt) 
CoiI Loss Evaluation Factor (Shatt) 

Care Loss Evaluation Factar (Shtt) 
Coil Lass Evaluation Factor (SMatt) 

ESTIMATES: 

ESTIMATES: 

ESTIMATES: 

WOttS 

WOttS 

Watts 

Watts S 

Watts S 

watts s 

2000 kVA Load Center Type Transformer 
13200 hits l or - 25% Taps 48OYR77 V Sacondary-95 kV BIL HV, 30 kV BIL LV 
No Other Accsssorias or Tmnsportation 
Profit Margin Reprasentatiw of Today’s Compsthve Merkst Conditions 
Quote based on order of 2 tranrformars of this specific type. NO-LOUILOOS iaadLoa8 Sailing 

atRatadLoad atRatadLoad Price 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (Shatt) 
Coil Lass Evaluation Factor (shmct) Ei 

ESTMATES: watts watts t 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (SAvatt) s3.8Q 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Shvatt) 

ESTIMATES: . WOttS Watts S 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (SMatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Shvatt) ElFi 

ESTIMATES: Watts Watts S 

5 ’ 

DRY THREE PHASE TRANSFORMERS 

45 kVA General Purpose Ughting Tipa Transformer 
480 Delta 208Y/l20 V. Unfvarsal Taps (+2-29X1, -4-2.5%)-IQ kV BiL HV 10 kV BIL LV 
No Other Accessories or Transpartation 
Profit Margin Rapresentative of Todays Competlth Markat Conditions 
Quote based on order of 20 tmnsfarmem afthis spscific @pa. Na-LoadLoss LoadLoaa Beiiing 

atRatadLod atRatadLoad P&a 

Core Lass Evaluation Factor (Shvatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation, Factor (Shalt) E:Z 

ESTIMATES: watis Watts S 

Care Loss Evaluation Factor (S/watt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Smart) 

ESTIMATES: WOttS Watts S 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor @/watt) 
Coil Lass Evaluation Factor (Shvatt) 

ESTIMATES: WOttS Watts S 

. 
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2000 kVA Load Center Type Transfomer 
13200 Delta + or - -24.5% Taps 49OYRTT V Secondary-95 kV SlL HV, 10 kV BIL LV 
No Other Accessories qr Transportation 
Protit Margin Representative of Today’s Competkive Market Conditions 
Quote based on order qf 2 transformam of this spauitic type. No-LoadLo88 bari Losi Selling ^ . “. 

8tRbdLord tiRhdLO4 Pee \ 

Core Loss Evaluation Fau@rjS&att) s0.w 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (#Watt) so.00 

EsrlMATES: Watts WdtS t 

Core Loss Evaluation Fador (mtt) $3.50 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor(m) 

ESTIMATES: Watt Watts s 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (slwatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Fadtor (wtt) 

ESTIMATES: Watts watts ~” . ), . ..a>. s 

EPOXY CAST RESIN THREE PHASE TRANSFORMIS, 

1500 kVA Load Center Type Ttinsformer 
13290 Delta + or - 25% Taps 48oYf277 V Secondary-95 W BIL HV. 10 kV BIL LV 
No other Accessories~~~ Trynsportation 
pmfit Margin Rap#~f Today’s Compatitiw MadCat hdtiOnS 
Quote based on order of 2 tmnsformars of this spaditic tYpa. 

core Loss”~y@ya!!or! f*!?@ wm 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor Watt) 

ESTlMATES: 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (shmtt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (SMM) 

s3.50 
a.25 

ESTIMATES: 

Core Loss Evaluation Facttr (S/watt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor Watt) 

ma0 
so.75 

ESTIMATES: W8ttS 

2500 kVA Load Center Type Transfomer 
13200 IJsita + or - 25% Taps 48OYt277 V Secondary-85 kV BIL HV, 10 kV SIL LV 
No Qther Accessories or Tmnsportation 
Protit Margin Reprasentativa of Todays Compatttive Markat Conditions 
Quote based on ordar of 2 trunst@m~qra pf this spad9C tYpa. NmLoadLosa 

atR8tadLoad 

Care Loss Evaluation Fautor (w) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (SNmtt) 

ESTIMATES: 

w.00 
so.00 

Watts 

Core Loss Evaluation Fautor (shmtt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (SMaU) 

ESTIMATES: 

0.50 
s2.25 

Watts 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (%mtt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (m) 

ESTlIulATES: 

s3.50 
so.76 

Watts 

W&S 

Lodl&ns 
atRatadLoad 

Watts 

Sailing 
Prim 

S 

Selling 
P&O 

S 

Watts S 

Watts S 
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DRY SINGLE PHASE TRANSFORMERS 

1 kVA Transformer 
240/480 No Taps 12OK240 V Secondary ; 115 C Rise above ambient (40 C) 
No Accessories or Transportation 
Profit Margin Representative of Today’s Competitive Mark& Conditions 
Quote based on order of 100 transformera of this specific type. 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor ($/watt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor(w) 2:: 

ESTIMATES: 

Core Loss Evaluation F&or (S/w&t) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (S/watt) 

ESTIMATES: 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (Qwatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Shatt) 

ESTIMATES: 

10 kVA Transformer 
240/480 No Taps 120/240 V Secondary ; 115 C Risa above ambient (40 C) 
No Accessories or Tmnsportstion 
Profit Margin Representative of Today’s Competitive Market Conditions 
Quote based on order of 25 transformers of this specific type. 

, .^ ,. 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor (S&&t) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Shalt) 

.,,._ 

ZE 
ESTIMATES: 

Core Loss Evaluation Factor ($hvatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (S&&t) 

s3.50 

ESTIMATES: 

Core Loss Evnluation Factor (Shvatt) 
Coil Loss Evaluation Factor (Sk&t) 

ESTIMATES: 

NOAOSdLOSS 
StRatedLoad 

W&S 

Watts 

WSttS 

No-LoadLose 
atRatadLod _. 

W&S 

WSUS 

Watts 

LoedLoss Sailing 
stRatsdLOrd PriCa 

Watts S 

watts s 

Watts 5 

Loed Loss Selling 
tRstedLoad PriCa 

Watts S 

watts .s 

Watts S 

. 

h 
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4 This appendix provides supporting documentation for the calculation of energy savings in 
Sect. 4. 

D.l ESTIMATE OF BASE CASE LOSSES 

Losses for the base case are the weighted average of the evaluated and the nonevaluated 
losses as defined in the following sections. 

D.l.l Nonevaluated Losses for Liquid and Dry-Type Transformers 

The average losses for the three lowest total-owning-cost (TOC) transformers from the .__ 
National Electrical Manufacturers Association-Oak Ridge National Laboratory (NEMA-ORNL) 
survey $O/$O evaluation were used for noneva&ted losses.., t I ,,, r 

D.1.2 Evaluated Losses fey Liquid Transformers 

. 

. 

Where available, the average losses from the Edison Electric Institute+&& Ridge National 
Laboratory (EEI-ORNL) survey were assumed for the transformer sizes and types corresponding 
to those included in the,NEMA-C#NL survey. For the l%kVA, three-phase pad transformer 
that was not in the EELqT(NL swey, the losses were conservatively assumed to be three times 
the losses for ‘the single-phase, 50-kVA, pad-type transformer. For the 750- and 2000-kVA, 
pad-mounted, three-phase transformers, regression estimates were made of the relationship 
between transformer size and norload losses and transformer size” and load iosses~ usmg average loss data from *e EEI-qRNI, sut?rey i&i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h~~~~~~~,~~~-mou~~d 

transformers. These estimated relationships were used to extrapolate the survey results to the 
no-load and load losses for the 75@,,a.r@2Q@kVA transformers. ..“*_“~.r.~_I”...^_(_ /..‘., L, _; x ,_I ., _. ., _I, ., ,.,^ ,_ ,,, 

D.1.3 Evaluated Losses fqr Dry Transformers Below 50 kVA 

The average losses for the three lowest TOC transformers from the evaluation of the 
$3.50-A-factor and $0.75-B-factor transformer designs submitted in the NEMA-ORNL survey 
were used for evaluated losses for dry-type transformers lower than 50-kVA capacity. 

D.1.4 Evaluated Losses for JIyy Transformers Above 39 kVA 

The average losses for the three !west.TQG .trg@z~q~@gy the ev&.hon of the “~s.ed.“*.~.~uur .-d+d..A.* ,A‘ A”.“z&.uw.jii,e . ..a*. .,i~~“,, ._ 7 _) 
$3.50-A-factor and $2.25-B-factor transformer,designs submitted in the NEMA-ORNL survey 
were used for evaluated losses for dry-type transformers above 50-kVA capacity. 

D.1.5 Weights 

The fraction of evaluated and ,nonevaluated transformers was awened based on estimates -.. - , . . *,I x ,.e. x1 4, .*-,“‘.rurr^.~*~,~r-~~~~-~‘-~,~~‘~~~~~~~~ “““I^xx91L”o _ ,A**&~<.u*‘r,l -. __ , ” , _., ,, 
provided by the various surveys and manufacturers (see Table D. 1). 
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Table D.l. Basis for assumed fraction of distribution transformers’ 

Evaluated Nonevaluated 
Transformer type and size (MVA) (%I (%I 

Liquid-type, single-phase 
25, pole 85 15 
50, pole 85 15 
50, pad 85 15 

Liquid-type, three-phase 
150 ~ 85 15 
750 85 15 
2ooo 60 40 

Dry-type, single-phase 
1 1 99 
10 1 99 

Dry-type, three phase 
45, lighting type 1 99 
1500, epoxy cast 5 95 
2000, load center 15 85 
2500, epoxy cast 15 85 

“Estimates provided by surveys and manufacturers. 

a 

D.2 ADJUSTING FOR TEMPERATURE RISE OF TRANSFORMERS 
. 

The temperature rise adjustment factor compensates for reduced losses at lower loads as the 
transformer runs cooler, and therefore, load losses are less than proportional to the square of the 
equivalent capacity factor. The losses were adjusted by a factor of 0.835 for dry-type 
transformers that were evaluated at a $2.25 B factor. This adjustment is for an effective capacity 
factor of 50% of the transformer’s nameplate capacity. The base case losses and the losses for the 
conservation cases were both adjusted downward by the same proportion. An analogous 
adjustment factor of 0.649 was used for dry-type transformers evaluated at a $0.75 B factor 
corresponding to a 0.2 effective capacity factor. For liquid-immersed transformers, adjustments 
were at 0.859 for transformers evaluated at a $2.25 B factor (corresponding to an effective load of 
50%) and 0.806 for transformers evaluated at a $0.75 B factor (corresponding to an effective load 
of 20%). 

n 

De3 HOW ENERGY ADJUSTMENT FACTORS ARE CALCULATED 

In Subsect. 4.4.3, the energy savings attributed to new transformers meeting conservation 
case loss criteria is first calculated as the difference between energy consumed in a base case and 
the conservation case and then adjusted upward by an adjustment factor. An explanation of the 
rationale for this adjustment and an example of how the adjustment factors for liquid transformers 
were calculated follows. 

The conservation cases are based on implementing alternative minimum energy efficiency 
criteria. Transformers with efficiencies lower than this criteria are assumed to improve to meet 
the criteria. However, transformer effkiencies higher than the conservation case criteria are 
assumed to remain above the criteria. For liquid-immersed transformers, used mainly by utilities, 
many transformer purchases have higher efficiencies than the conservation case criteria. In effect, 
the average transformer efficiency with implementation of a minimum criteria will consist of 
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those transformers that have increased-their &fic+iency to the criteria level plus those transformers 
that prior to the criteria had efficiencies equal to, or better than, the criteria. The resulting average 
energy efficiency due to implementing a minimum criteria will actually be higher than the criteria 
efficiency. Therefore, estimating the savings based on the difference between the average existing 
efficiency and the conservation case c&e-r& efficiency will underestimate the savings. This is 
why energy savings have been adjusted upward for all liquid-immersed transformer cases except 
the higher efficiency case. Following is an example of how this was done. 

The adjustment factors were calculated using 54 observations of the efficiencies of recently 
purchased 25-kVA, pole-type transformers. The energy consumed by these 54 transformers is 
considered to be the reference case energy consumption. The energy consumed by each ” , .““.* I. Ir. 
transformer was calculated from its reported losses and effective capacity factors of 0.2 and 0.5. 
The energy consumed at each effective capacity factor was summed to give a reference case 
energy consumption total for each respective capacity factor. 

Table D.2 provides an example of the adjustment calculation for a capacity factor of 0.2. For 
simplicity, the example uses only 5 observations of 25-kVA transformer effic,iencies instead of 
the 54 observations that were used in the actual calculation. Cohnnn 2 gives the transformer &~‘;.-. “^ ., * ,.* 1%. / 11 L”lb ,Vxlai”..-?r .* - ,?‘sa?~,,,“4~~~ *. 
efficiencies observed from the reported design losses at the assumed 0.2 capacity ‘factor. The 
reference case efficiency is simply the average of the five observations. For illustration, the 
efficiency of the conservation case is assumed to be defined by a policy that sets a minimum I, bl?L.i ,,” ;,*/ 
value for the transformer efficiency at a given capacity factor. Column 3 gives the annual ,energy 
consumed by each of the observed transformers/cases. Column 4 gives the annual energy that ,_ 
would be consumed (532 kWh) by each of the observed transformers ifthey met only the 
conservation case efficiency as a minimum. In col. 5, the annual energy consumed is the 
minimum from either col. 3 or col. 4, which implies that transformers w&h efficiencies exceeding 
the minimum efficiency are unchanged by the policy. 

Column 6 indicates the enera saved when transformers being purchased with efficiencies 
higher than the efficiency defined by the conservation case remain unchanged and transformers 
being purchased with lower effrciencies”are,improved to the conservation caseefficiency. 
Column 7 is the energy saved if all transformers are exactly at the conservation case efficiency. 
The ratio of the 677 kWh saved m col. 6 to the 565 kWh,saved in col. 7 results in an adjustment ~ , 
factor that can be applied to energy savings based on calculating the average savmgs between a 
base case efficiency and a conservation case efficiency. The ratio in the example is 1.20. The 
adjustment ratios that ,,were c.dcal!a&d for the data set of 54 observations on ,losses for 25-kVA il “WYX _, )d.. .jiL_~ ‘ ,.., ..-snlrrr. -,r-.;i.:h 
transformers were 1.2 1 for liquid-filled tran%&%ers .<50 kV#A (capazty f;tor ‘of ii$?md”l. i 8 
for liquid filled transformers 50 kVA and higher (capacity factor of 0.5). These calculations were 
made using conservation case losses for.the,Jqw TX consezation case. The adjustments implied I ._a* .I. ,.r,rS... ~“_.lb.^““‘ .,,. 
by the average losses case and the medi@~.TK* case were also calculated. The resulting / .I_ .,..I _ _ -,- .“*-l_“~,,-sA,&.“,s,&~ -~~.~~ti~,L~.~~ ( _ _i 
adjustment factors were the same for the median TOC~. case. They were 1.09 for a 0.2 capacity 
factor and 1.16 fora Qt5 capacity factor for the average losses case. Ih the analysis the above 
adjustment factors were applied to all sizes of liquid-immersed transformers for, the kow TOC 
case, the median TOC case, and the average losses case. Adjustments were not made for the 
high-efficiency case because almost all existing purchases of transformers have lover efficiencies 
than those defined by the high-efficiency case losses; therefore, an adjustment was not required. 

. 
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Table D.2. Example of how the energy savings adjustment factor was calculated for transformers that exceed 
conservation case efficiency” 

Cal. 1 

Observations/cases 

Reference case average 

Conservation case 
Transformer 1 
Transformer 2 
Transformer 3 
Transformer 4 
Transformer 5 

Cal. 2 Cal. 3 

Annual energy 
Transformer consumed for 
efficiency transformer as 

(%) purchased 

98.55 644 
98.80 532 
98.20 803 
98.85 510 
99.00 442 
98.40 712 
98.30 757 

Cal. 4 Cal. 5 Col. 6 Cal. 7 

Annual energy Annual energy consumed if 
consumed if all only transformers with 

transformers conform efficiencies helow conservation Energy saved Energy saved 
to conservation case case conform to conservation (col. 3 (col. 3 

efficiency case efficiency minus col. 5)b minus col. 4) 

532 532 271 271 
532 510 0 -22 
532 442 0 -90 
532 532 180 180 
532 532 225 225 

Total 3225 

“Unless otherwise indicated, all numbers are in killowatt-hours. 
bAdjustment factor = col. 6: col. 7. 

2660 2548 677 565 

P 

._ 
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D.4 WEIGHING THE RE&lUCTKjN IN LOSSES CALCULATED FROM THE * s* .“‘-.-I-‘*** S.-s- . . . . *“..I xn*qa..,*w *.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~;:,~~~~:~~~~dM~~ ~.: (_ : j .,; ,, 
NE&b&OWL SURVEY BY A PROPORTION OF ANNUAL SALES 

_ .,- -: 
.._t.~L_ , ,. %l :a’ :--:x-:. -y---- ,P .I .-.~~.~~.~“~.~‘,~xIyII-_,L~~~~~~~cy~_.p,~y~~,I ,+,“,.,. -..,, ~, _,/ , I .r .“. .,_ (.~ .,.. 

Rates of energy savings per kilovoJkampere of annual sales were calculated for each of the 
transformers included in the survey (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5 in Subsect. 4.4.3). These rates of 
savings were then multiplied by a proportion of annual sales, and the products were summed to 
get a weighted average savings per kilovolt-ampere. In this way the weighted savings can be 
multiplied by the total annual sales, of transformer capacity to project potential savings. The 
survey of transformers meht@.J only a limited representation of all the types and sizes of 
transformers that are sold each year. Also, the annual sales figures collected by NEMA are 
aggregated into wide ranges of transformer sizes.- For the determination study the weighted 
savings per kilovolt-ampere had to -account for 100% of annual sales; so,the rate of sav’mgs from i.k --a .--* .-I *.-,-lj/ ,. . u__ ̂ llu _ 
each transformer included+ in the survey had to represent a range of transformer sizes: Therefore, 
the assumed dis&but&n of?oGrqg,,mcludes a higher proportion than the proportion of actual - ic* / I 
sales for specific transformer sizes. ., 

Table D.3 indicates the distributions that ,have been assumed for allocat-mg proportions of 
annual transformer sales to the categories included in the survey. The survey ‘was intended to 
provide a sample of transformer designs that cover the range of liquid- and dry-type transformers. 
However, restrictions on the.nur&&L&transformer sizes that could be surveyed and lack of 
information on the distribution of dry transformef~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~d in a gap ..% “.( * 
for non-epoxy-case designs between 45 kVA and 2000 kVA. Therefore, out of necessity, the 45 
and 2000-kVA designs are used to represent about 87% of all dry transformer sales. With more 
information on the distribution of transformer sales it is ,I .* 4 *. clear that surveying two additional 1 L c+“4r~ *~~m~~~~~.~~Cr ‘,,, ~ 
nonepoxy cast designs between 45-.and 2~,,,kVJwou~d ,bavk &&i&d amom’balalarided 
allocation of sales to the surveyed transformers. Table-D.3 gives the assumed allocations and 
provides the basis used in making these assumptions. 

A check on the validity of representing losses for a range of transfo~~~~slzes~with,alimitep 
number of representative sizes is done through an example below. This example uses NEMA 
sales and loss data for 11 sizes (10-500 kVA) of single-phase, liquid-type transformers. This data 
(not part of NEMA’s annual data collection) is limited to liquid-type, single-phase transformers. *,. .I , .I /.,_ s )/ .“.*<,,*.* 
The example is presented in Tables D.4, D.5, and D.6. 

The example calculates the tmnsformer energy savings per kilovolt-ampere as the difference 
in losses between minimum first cpst.*&signs ($O/$O) and designs that achieve mirmnum. toal .” 
owning costs for $3/W of no-load losses and $1/W of load losses ($3/$1). This data is used here 
only to demonstrate the approach that was used to weight the transformer savings; therefore, it 
does not reflect assumptions and results .reported in other parts of this study. 

The example compares the precise calculation of reduction in losses,_weighted by each of the 
11 different transformer sizes w$l-r_an approximation of the reduction ,m.losses using only 2 of the 
11 sizes. The average losses per kilovolt-ampere reported for the 25-kVA transformers were ,used 
to represent four transformer sizes less than 50 kVA. The average losses per kilovolt-ampere 1_, ..-“x.‘“II L_.-J^.e”~X __I_x A1 _/I, -_.,,. j_,,l ri-^...rr...i-. /._a”“I - . . .,., I -.. ,. _ 
reported for the 50-kVA-ransformers were used to represent the seven transfoi?&er’sizes from ,I , I. U?I‘.AAII ,” ..,,r,.j*,.~~,“~.l-r~;:.(:;;. -2 
50 to 500 kVA. Each category represented -50% of the total kilovolt-amperes of sales for the lO- 
to 500-kVA, single-phase transformers. The average reduction in losses per kilovolt-ampere was 
calculated at an effective’capacity factor of 50%. The weighted reduction in losses using the 
actual sales and losses for all l,J sizes was 2.75 W+*VA (see Table D.5). This differed from the j . .I ,. 1. 
approximation of weighted reduction in losses using only the 25- and 5&kVA trarisformers (see 
Table D.6) by less than 5% (2.88 W/kVA). 
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Table D.3. Proportion of annual sales used to weight the rate of energy savings for each 
type of surveyed transformer and basis for allocation assumptions 

Size Sales 
&VA) C%) Basis for allocation assumntion 

Single-phase 
25 
50 
50 

Three-phase 
150 
750 
2000 

Total 

Single-phase 
1 
10 

Three-phase 
45 
1500 
2000 
2500 

Liquid 

23.5 Single-phase overhead O-37.5 kVA ” ~ ” 
17.0 Single-phase overhead >37.5 kVA 
17.5 All si.ngle-phase pad 

6.1 
16.8 

19.1 
100.0 

50% of three-phase pad ~500 kVA 
50% of three-phase pad ~500 l&A plus 50% of >500 kVA 
All of secondary plus 50% of >500 kVA three-phase 

DV 

2.1 50% of single-phase dry-type 
2.1 50% of single-phase dry-type 

49.5 
4.4 

37.6 
4.4 

Ali low-voltage three-phase dry-type 
50% of three-phase epoxy cast 
All medium voltage three-phase, non-epoxy-cast dry-type 
50% of three-phase epoxy cast 

Total 100.0 / , .._ ,“II ..“._ ,.. ,. .,l,__. - ,_, .I ‘l. * -i.r,.‘:“>,, “& il”, , s”, 

Table D.4. Total losses for alternative designs calculated for lo- to SO-kVA, 
single-phase, liquid-type transformers , . 

Rated losses for $O/$O at full load Rated losses for . ._____ .- . _ ._ . I. .“. $3/H at,@!1 load _ 

Total losses at Total losses at 50% 
No-load Load 5O%effectivecapacity No-load Load effective capacity 

m m .W? -. ‘W) i .P!,, “~ ,, <w) 

10 44 237 103 31 124 62 
15 53 323 134 39 184 85 . 
25 79 486 201 55 261 120 
37.5 108 615 262 76 345 162 
50 153 736 337 101 438 211 
75 217 944 453 139 617 293 

100 271 1201 571 182 764 373 
167 384 2059 899 263 1329 ^ 595 
250 543 2950 1281 361 1888 833 
333 746 3797 1695 .429 2867 1146 
500 1062 5060 2327 608 4050 1621 
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Table D-5. Calculatiqn of the weighted rate of reduction in losses for 
single-phase, liquid-type transformers 

,. , 
Reduction in 

Fraction of losses per Reduction in Weighted reduction 
Size Sales” total salesb transformef losses per kVAd in losses’ 

WA) WA) 6) W W> (W~VA) 

10 1,184,530 5.3 41.25 4.13 0;ii 
15 2,620,890 11.8 48.75 3.25 0.38 

25 5.940.025 26.8 80.25 3.21 0.86 
37.5 1,628,025 7.3 99.5 2.65 0.19 
50 5,432,700 24.5 126.5 2.53 0.62 
75 1,856,250 8.4 159.75 2.13 0.18 

100 1,636,300 7.4 198.25 1.98 0.15 
167 990,644 4.5 303.5 1.82 0.08 
250 260,250 1.2 447.5 1.79 0.02 
333 167,499 0.8 549.5 1.65 0.01 
500 463,000 2.1 706.5 1.41 0.03 

Total 22,180,113 100.0 2.72 

‘?‘bese sales figures do not represent the entire distribution transformerhtdustry. 
bCalculated from col. 1. NOM: because of rounding, total does not equal 100. 
%alculated from differences in total loses-in Table D:4. 
dColumn 4 divided by col. 1. 
ecOlumn 5 times col. 3. 

Table D.6. Approximation of the weighted rate of energy savings for single-phase, 
liquid-type transformers using 2 of 11 sizes 

3 _“l < . ,. ._ .,‘, *, ., 
Reduction in Weighted reduction 

Allocation of Summation of losses per kVAb in losses’ 
transformer sales fractions” (WI (WflrVA) 

” - ,. ,_ “,,” i .I _ ,,i L. .* .I ,*> ,; .,_, ._i .d. ,a.*<‘.-, d.,,.. j I_, 
lo- through 37.5-kVA 
transformersd 

51.3% 3.21 1.65 

50- through 500-kVA 
transformers’ 

Total 

48.7% 2.53 1.23 

100% 5.74 2.88 

“From Table D.5. 
bFrom Table D.5. 
cCoiumn 2 times col. 3. 
dAssume IO- to 37.5-kVA transformers have the same savings per kilovolt-ampere as 25-kVA transformers. 
‘Assume 50- to 500-kVA transformers have the same savings per kilovolt-ampere as 50-kVA transformers. 
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